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This is the second of two Articles relaying the results of the most extensive survey to date of 137 congressional drafters about the doctrines of statutory interpretation and administrative delegation. The first Article focused on our respondents' knowledge and use of the interpretive principles that courts apply. This second Article moves away from the judicial perspective. Our findings here highlight the overlooked legislative underbelly: the personnel, structural, and process-related factors that, our respondents repeatedly volunteered, drive the details of the drafting process more than judicial rules of interpretation. These factors range from the fragmentation caused by the committee system, to the centrality of nonpartisan professional staff in the drafting of statutory text, to the use of increasingly unorthodox legislative procedures—each of which, our respondents told us, affects statutory consistency and use of legislative history in different and important ways. Our respondents also painted a picture of legislative staffers in a primary interpretive conversation with agencies, not with courts, and as us-
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ing different kinds of signals for their communications with agencies than courts consider.

Most of the structural, personnel, and process-related influences that our respondents emphasized have not been recognized by courts or scholars, but understanding them calls into question almost every presumption of statutory interpretation in current deployment. The findings undermine the claims of both textualists and purposivists that their theories are most democracy enhancing, because neither makes satisfactory efforts to really reflect congressional expectations. Our findings challenge textualism’s operating assumption that text is always the best evidence of the legislative bargain and suggest more relevant—but still formalist—structural features that might do better. Our findings further reveal that, although purposivists or eclectic theorists may have the right idea with a more contextual approach, many of the factors on which they focus are not the same ones that Congress utilizes. With respect to delegation, our findings suggest that, for both types of theorists, Chevron now seems too text- and court-centric to actually capture congressional intent to delegate, although that has been its asserted purpose.

In the end, our findings raise the question whether the kind of “faithful agent” approach to interpretation that most judges currently employ—one aimed at effectuating legislative deals and often focused on granular textual details—can ever be successful. We thus look to different paradigms less dependent on how Congress works, including rule-of-law and pragmatic approaches to interpretation. These alternatives respond to the problem of the sausage factory, but pose different challenges in light of the modern judicial sensibility’s pronounced concern with legislative supremacy.
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Is the goal of statutory interpretation to reflect how Congress actually drafts legislation? Is such an accomplishment possible? Would courts actually desire it? Where would the responsibility lie—with the Court, Congress, or both—to effectuate it?
The most common iterations of legislation and administrative-law theory view the goal of interpretive doctrine as reflecting congressional practice or expectations. Alternative theories have posited different roles for doctrine, less tethered to the details of how Congress works, including providing predictable coordinating rules for the legal system, or rules that assist judges, as partners of the legislature, in effectuating broad statutory purposes. Each of these theories, however, relies in different ways on empirical assumptions that appear mistaken. Each also presupposes the existence of some kind of Court-Congress interpretive relationship that does not seem to exist.

This is the second of two Articles relaying the results of the most extensive survey to date of 137 congressional drafters about the doctrines of statutory interpretation and administrative delegation. The first Article focused on our respondents' knowledge and use of the interpretive principles that courts apply. This second Article moves away from the judicial perspective. We focus here instead on the many other influences that our respondents told us have more relevance to the drafting process than most of the Court's interpretive rules. We also explore the implications of our respondents' views about delegation to courts and agencies, and their expectations of the Court-Congress relationship.

Our findings highlight the overlooked legislative underbelly: the personnel, structural, and process-related factors that, our respondents repeatedly volunteered, drive the details of legislative drafting. They also paint a picture of legislative staffers in a primary interpretive conversation with agencies, not with courts, and as using different kinds of signals for their communications with agencies than the signals courts consider. At the same time, our respondents were in some ways as court-centric as interpretive doctrine has been: they identified the need for more Court-Congress coordination, but put the entire onus on courts to deliver it, rather than viewing Congress as also responsible for the interbranch gap.

Most of the personnel, structural, and process-related influences that our respondents emphasized have not been recognized by courts or scholars; but understanding them calls into question almost every presumption of statutory interpretation in current deployment. For example, our respondents told us that statutes are sometimes drafted in contorted ways to guard committee jurisdiction and agency oversight; that committee staff, leadership staff, Legislative Counsel, and personal staff all draft statutes, but that each type of staff has different goals and varied drafting practices; that legislative history plays different roles in omnibus, appropriations, and single-subject legislation; that the congressional budget score has an enormous impact on statutory language; and that

whether a statute goes through committee or not—and which committee—should affect the interpretive presumptions applied.

The committee system and the varied roles and practices of different types of staff emerged as central organizing features. The division of Congress into committees causes deep fragmentation that not only defeats common presumptions of textual consistency, but also drives decisions about delegation to agencies. With respect to the importance of personnel differences, for example, we uncovered an unappreciated disconnect between those staffers who help elected members make policy and draft legislative history, and the nonpartisan, professional staffers who are not directly accountable to members but nevertheless often take the primary role in drafting the actual text.

These findings have significance for textualism, purposivism, and beyond. They undermine the current democracy-based claims of each theory, because none makes satisfactory efforts to really reflect congressional expectations. Our findings challenge textualism’s operating assumption that text is always the best evidence of the legislative bargain and suggest more relevant—but still formalist—structural features that might do better. Our findings further reveal that although purposivists or eclectic theorists may have the right idea with a more contextual approach, many of the factors on which purposivists and eclectics focus are not the same ones that Congress utilizes. With respect to delegation, for both types of theorists, Chevron now seems too text- and court-centric, in light of our findings, to actually capture congressional intent to delegate, although that has been its asserted purpose. And our respondents’ strong resistance to any notion that Congress intends to delegate interpretation to courts raises the difficult question for partnership and pragmatic theorists about whether the democratic legitimacy of those approaches depends on Congress’s assent.

Different obstacles present themselves from Congress’s side. Foremost are the new questions that we raise about whether Congress has obligations in this interbranch conversation, and how those obligations could be effectuated or enforced. If the democratic legitimacy of the interpretive effort depends on Congress’s engagement in some way with judicial statutory interpretation—be it by overriding erroneous decisions, standardizing drafting practices to make them more transparent to courts, or otherwise altering its drafting practices to respond to judicial assumptions—how can Congress be incentivized to address existing barriers to such efforts, especially given its deep internal structural fragmentation? Relatedly, can we really fault courts for coming up short in their efforts at statutory translation if Congress has not offered substantial assistance? At the same time, we have doubts, notwithstanding the ubiquitous judicial embrace of the concept, that courts would really want Congress to be, if it could, an engaged principal, partner, or system co-coordinator in the first place.

Part I summarizes the study design and the key findings of the first Article. Part II relates our findings about the personnel, structural, and process-related influences that our respondents emphasized. In Part III we move to delegation,
exploring the implications, both for *Chevron* and for interpretive theory in general, of our respondents’ assertions that their primary interpretive partners are agencies not courts, but that they nevertheless want the courts to coordinate with Congress.

Part IV explores the broader implications of the findings. We begin with the obvious question: namely, given that legal doctrine cannot possibly reflect all of the intricacies of the legislative process that our study uncovered, should such a reflective theory still be the goal if it must be partially incomplete? To that end, we explore the two most commonly offered alternatives to the reflective paradigm that are less trained on the details of congressional practice: a “rule-of-law” model that sees the goal of interpretive doctrine as facilitating systemic coordination, predictability, and coherence; and a broader version of purposivism that aims to pragmatically effectuate the broad goals of the statute rather than specific legislative understandings. Although such theories may be liberated from the complexity of the details that we uncovered, they face other challenges. Both depend on at least some kind of interbranch communication or consistency of interpretive practice that we have found utterly lacking, and both require more comfort with a broader lawmaking role for judges in statutory interpretation than many modern judges are willing to embrace.

In the end, however, we do not cry “sausage!” and abandon the effort. Regardless of which theoretical paradigm one prefers, many of the structural and process-related cues that our respondents identified—for instance, committee jurisdiction and type of statutory vehicle—are more objective and predictable factors than the menagerie of canons currently beloved by interpreters of all stripes, and would aid the goals of any of the mainstream theories. We also illustrate how this kind of circumstance-specific reorientation away from universal interpretive principles is not as radical a departure from current practice as it seems. The Court currently utilizes special interpretive rules for different subjects, interpreters, and types of statutes. And, in the agency-deference context, the Court already made the explicit move, in *United States v. Mead Corp.*, to “tailor deference to [the] variety” of ways in which Congress delegates—a move that has given rise to a raging debate that implicates many of the same questions as our study about the tradeoff between fidelity to congressional behavior and unbearable doctrinal complexity.

This is no small order for statutory interpretation—and for a single article, or even two. We are limited by space constraints with respect to the depth in which we can explore all of these questions here. Our aim is to frame the debate, and with it, a research agenda for statutory interpretation in the modern regulatory state.

---

I. SUMMARY OF THE STUDY AND KEY FINDINGS IN THE FIRST ARTICLE

We conducted our survey of 137 congressional staffers over five months in 2011-2012. Each interview included the same 171 questions on topics ranging from the staffers’ knowledge and use of the interpretive canons, legislative history, and the administrative law deference doctrines, to their views of the legislative process and the roles of courts and agencies in statutory interpretation. Almost all respondents were counsels on congressional committees or counsels in the understudied nonpartisan drafting Offices of House and Senate Legislative Counsel. Our counsels were drawn approximately equally from both parties, both chambers of Congress, and from twenty-six different congressional committees. Detailed elaboration of our methodology, including our decision to focus on committee counsels, is available in the first Article, which appeared in the previous volume of this journal, and in the online Methods Appendix.3

The first Article had two main goals. First, we aimed to probe empirically the assumptions that underlie the most common interpretive doctrines. Most of these canons—which are utilized by textualist and purposivist judges alike—explicitly depend on the notion that Congress knows or acts in accordance with their presumptions.4 Yet whether that courts-Congress interpretive dialogue exists, and what it looks like, had never been empirically tested.5

Second, we aimed to expose that the prevailing justification for the canons—that they effectuate a vision of judges as Congress’s “faithful agents”—is both unhelpfully general and often inaccurate. We illustrated that courts use this faithful-agent paradigm to support what are actually many different types of interpretive rules doing many different types of work. Some canons aim to reflect how Congress drafts (e.g., the presumption that Congress does not use redundant language); others aim to affect how Congress drafts (e.g., clear statement rules, which require Congress to express its views extra clearly on


4. See, e.g., Lockhart v. United States, 546 U.S. 142, 148 (2005) (Scalia, J., concurring) (referencing “background canons of interpretation of which Congress is presumptively aware”); Associated Gen. Contractors of Cal., Inc. v. Cal. State Council of Carpenters, 459 U.S. 519, 531 n.22 (1983) (stating congressional drafters were “generally aware that the statute would be construed by common-law courts in accordance with traditional canons”).

5. One important study preceded ours. Victoria Nourse and Jane Schacter offered a qualitative case study of drafting by eighteen staffers working with the Senate Judiciary Committee, but did not explore individual doctrines or other broader topics that we examined. See Victoria F. Nourse & Jane S. Schacter, The Politics of Legislative Drafting: A Congressional Case Study, 77 N.Y.U. L. REV. 575 (2002). For important early work challenging the link between canons and drafting, see Richard A. Posner, Statutory Interpretation in the Classroom and the Courtroom, 50 U. CHI. L. REV. 800, 803-16 (1983).
high-salience issues); still other canons impose external norms on the legislative process (e.g., the due process values that the rule of lenity imposes on criminal legislation). It is not clear that the same—or a coherent—conception of the judicial role in statutory interpretation animates these various goals. Moreover, our findings revealed that many canons do not seem to be achieving their purported aims.

We did find some evidence of the kind of courts-Congress interpretive feedback loop that many have assumed impossible. For example, our respondents told us that they consider *Chevron* and the federalism canons when drafting precisely because they understand that courts use them. There were other canons of which our respondents were unaware as legal rules but whose underlying assumptions seemed to accurately reflect how they write statutes; *Mead* and a surprising number of the other administrative law deference doctrines exemplified this phenomenon. At the same time, there were commonly utilized canons, such as clear statement rules, which our drafters did not know and whose assumptions were not reflected in their drafting practices; even more significantly, our drafters knew of other popular canons—including the presumption that statutory terms are used consistently, the rule against superfluities, and the use of dictionaries—but consciously rejected them as unreasonable assumptions about the legislative process given trumping structural or political considerations. The following Figure summarizes the results:
FIGURE 1
Empirical Survey of 137 Congressional Staffers 2011-2012:
Do Legislative Drafters Know or Use the Canons of Statutory Interpretation?
These data slice through current theory in several ways. For instance, the discovery that our drafters have learned and do use some of these presumptions is major news for legislation theory: it indicates that interpretive doctrine actually could serve as a bridge for communication between the courts and Congress. But the findings also make clear that the current regime cannot be justified solely on faithful-agent grounds. Judicial application of seemingly neutral interpretive rules (like the presumption of consistent usage) that do not actually reflect how Congress drafts is not neutral at all, and must be understood instead as the imposition of external values on legislation. There are many conceptualizations of the judicial role in statutory interpretation that could support such an approach, most notably rule-of-law arguments that justify the canons as tools that help judges coordinate systemic behavior or cohere the corpus juris. But as we elaborated, those arguments cannot bear the full weight of the current regime. Judges rarely justify the canons as unrelated to congressional practice, and judges do not actually follow through with rule-of-law goals—federal courts are notoriously inconsistent in their application of the canons and have created too complex a web of them to advance coherence or predictability.

Space does not permit a recapitulation of all of the first Article’s other interventions. For present purposes, we note two more as especially relevant to the pages below. First, our exploration helped us identify a glaring omission in the theoretical debates about principal and agent in statutory interpretation. Despite the extensive dispute over how courts should effectuate their role as “faithful agents,” there has been little discussion of Congress’s obligations or preferences in the same interpretive conversation. Second, our findings raised the question of what, if anything, courts should do with the information that our study uncovered. There is an obvious tradeoff between rules and standards and complexity and simplicity in law that is relevant for the construction of all legal doctrine, but that seems particularly relevant to the question of how courts and scholars might use empirical work like ours.

6. See ADRIAN VERMEULE, JUDGING UNDER UNCERTAINTY 1, 2, 109 (2009); Ian Ayres, Preliminary Thoughts on Optimal Tailoring of Contractual Rules, 3 S. CAL. INTERDISC. L.J. 1, 5 (1993); Louis Kaplow, A Model of the Optimal Complexity of Legal Rules, 11 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 150, 150 (1995); Louis Kaplow, Rules Versus Standards: An
Here, we go deeper. We learned much more from our respondents about the factors that shape the legislative process beyond the limited ones that judges consider. We also gathered the first substantial evidence of how at least some congressional staffers view the Court-Congress relationship. We turn now to these matters, emphasizing the long-ignored underbelly of Congress: the matters of personnel, structure, and process that shape, every day, how statutes are made and interpreted on the inside.

II. UNAPPRECIATED STRUCTURAL INFLUENCES AND VARIETY—AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE LEADING INTERPRETIVE PARADIGMS

Legislative drafting is driven by influences that seem largely invisible to courts. By this, we do not mean politics, which of course is a major factor and one that most everyone acknowledges. What we refer to is a variety of personnel-related and structural influences on the drafting process that our respondents volunteered, time and again, as more central to understanding statutes than are the drafting conventions that form the bases of the court-created interpretive presumptions that we probed in the first Article. Three points emerged with particular salience:

First, the common disconnect between staffers who draft statutory text and staffers who craft the policy that underlies it (and the related disconnect between text and legislative history drafters);

Second, the immense variety and fragmentation of types of staff involved in the legislative process and their different goals and drafting practices; and

Third, structural features like the centrality of committee jurisdiction, the type of statutory vehicle, the path the statute takes through Congress, and the requirement that statutes be “scored” for budgetary purposes—each of which affects how statutes are drafted and understood inside Congress.

These findings pose challenges for every mainstream theory of interpretation. For the most common kind of “faithful-agent”-based theory espoused by most practicing textualists and now even by most practicing purposivists—by which we mean a theory under which the ostensible goal of interpretive doctrine is to reflect how Congress drafts—these details counsel toward major revisions in the dominant interpretive presumptions. For example, our respondents affirmatively rejected many popular textual rules, such as presumptions of consistent usage and even sometimes plain text, in favor of rules that reflect how the structural division of Congress into committees and the way that stat-


7. See infra notes 233-36 and accompanying text (discussing how purposivism has moved from broader legal process traditions toward this narrower focus in modern times).
utes are put together influence drafting. We make the case in Part IV why even formalists might be attracted to these structural factors.

A more radical move would be to abandon this common premise altogether. Textualists and most modern purposivists divide over which interpretive rules best effectuate how Congress works or what Congress knows, but not over whether the goal of tying interpretive rules to congressional practice is the right goal in the first place. These battles over individual interpretive presumptions now seem misguided—not only because the fights seem focused on the wrong kinds of cues, but also in light of the bigger question that our findings raise about how any legal doctrine could possibly reflect the kind of staff, process, and structural variety that our respondents told us affects statutory meaning. This question, however, is likely to cause panic in the many lawyers and judges who have insisted that the only democratically legitimate theory of interpretation for unelected federal judges is one that is linked to congressional intent or practice.

The main alternatives to this version of the faithful-agent model face different obstacles in light of our findings—in addition to having to contend with charges (with which we do not agree) that they are in tension with democratic values. Both a rule-of-law theory and a more broadly purposive, pragmatic, or “partnership” model of judging might be viewed as responses to the legislative complexity that our study reveals: neither of those theories depends on the same kind of reflection of the details of dealmaking that the most common iterations of modern textualism and purposivism require. At the same time, both of these alternative approaches depend, at least in part, on some coordination with Congress. Our findings suggest that Congress may be not only uninterested in coordinating with courts, but also too fragmented to be able to do so without some radical changes.

This Part also offers the first sustained effort to differentiate among different types and roles of congressional staff. That effort reveals that the Court’s current text- and canons-focused approach actually privileges the perspective of one particular kind of staffer: the professional, nonpartisan drafters in the offices of Legislative Counsel who focus on text and court cases. Privileging Legislative Counsel comes at the expense of the other staff—and elected members—who create the policy and make the deals, but often do not draft text and are not as focused on the courts. So understood, the Court’s approach empowers those

10. See id. at 320-21.
who speak and understand this lawyerly language—a perhaps understandable approach for the Court to take given that Congress has offered it little guidance. But our findings suggest that an approach designed to reflect the way that policymakers work would look different.

A. Interstaff Differences and the Disconnect Between Text and Policy

Kenneth Shepsle’s famous insight that “Congress is a ‘they,’ not an ‘it’” has not before been extended to staff. Although Congress-watchers intuitively understand that most statutes are not drafted by one person, our respondents emphasized how differences across particular types of staff ranging from different goals to even different drafting manuals affect how statutes are put together and interpreted by insiders.

The Figure below summarizes our respondents’ answers to questions concerning who participates in the drafting process and where the first drafts of statutes originate. We note that, although most respondents told us that elected members participate, their answers were often qualified, here and elsewhere in the survey, by comments such as “only on a high level and it depends on the member”; and “they do conceptual, but don’t participate in the language.”

---

11. Cf. Elizabeth Magill & Adrian Vermeule, Allocating Power Within Agencies, 120 YALE L.J. 1032, 1078 (2011) (making the related observation in the agency context that the “rules and structures that empower lawyers will carry in their wake the distinctive culture of lawyers” as opposed to conducting a culture of, e.g., scientists).


14. Q11; see ROBERT G. KAISER, ACT OF CONGRESS 28 (2013) (reporting a remark by Senator Edward Kennedy that “[n]inety-five percent of the nitty-gritty work of drafting [bills] and negotiating [their final form] is now done by staff” (second and third alterations in original)).
Empirical Survey of 137 Congressional Staffers 2011-2012:
Which Groups Are Involved in Drafting Legislation?

Who Participates in Drafting Legislation?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Fraction of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legislative Counsel</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Staffers</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Outside of Legislative Counsel</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officers (Congressional Budget Office volunteered by 15%)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Who, Other than Legislative Counsels, Drafts Substantial Parts of Statutes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Fraction of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inside Groups</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Outside of Legislative Counsel</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White House, Executive, or Federal Agencies</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Q11; Q77a-c.
* Combining responses of "always" or "often."

Three implications of these findings have particular relevance for our study. First, they raise the question: which of these various contributors is drafting what? One of our most important findings is the centrality of the role that the nonpartisan drafters inside Congress—the Offices of the House and Senate Legislative Counsel—have in the drafting of statutory text. As we relate below, there is a disconnect that current doctrine and theory do not even attempt to engage between members and their immediate staff, who make the deals, craft policy, and write legislative history, and these professional drafters who often write the legislation.

Second, these data drive home our point that a theory based on how Congress drafts may be impossible to accomplish. At the most basic level, most of the canons are based on the assumption that there is some consistency of drafting practice, and all of the theories assume that the answer is roughly the same no matter who is drafting. Our data suggest that this assumption should vary depending on factors such as whether the staffer works for a committee as opposed to a member's personal staff, or what subject matter is at issue. This is a bigger point than the common notion that the "omniscient" drafter assumption is a fiction. Even assuming an omniscient drafter exists, there are simply too many categories of different types of omniscient drafters to make general assumptions across them.

Third, these findings make plain how difficult it would be for Congress to standardize drafting practices that courts, in turn, could incorporate into their own interpretive assumptions. The committee system divides policymakers into "silos" that do not communicate with one another, a fragmentation exacerbated by the separate and different roles that noncommittee leadership staff and per-
sonal staff play in the drafting process. Nor do the Offices of Legislative Counsel have the formal or informal clout to perform a coordinating function that some assume they may already be performing.

1. The central role of Legislative Counsel

The current doctrinal regime, almost certainly unknowingly, privileges above the other approximately 12,000 congressional staffers, the drafting perspective of the eighty-three nonpartisan staffers in the Offices of House and Senate Legislative Counsel.15 The current regime accomplishes this through its focus on text and textual structure at the expense of general policy and (sometimes) legislative history, and also through its reliance on judge-made interpretive presumptions, which most staffers are not as focused on, instead of the kinds of interpretive cues that ordinary staff and members actually seem to use.

The Offices of House and Senate Legislative Counsel began their work in 1916 and 1919, respectively,16 but they are mostly invisible in the literature on statutory interpretation.17 One exception is Victoria Nourse and Jane Schacter’s 2002 case study of the Senate Judiciary Committee, which included interviews of two Legislative Counsels assigned to that committee. The Nourse and Schacter study, as we elaborated in the first Article, was the only study preceding ours to engage in some of the same inquiries, though it was self-acknowledged as limited.18 Their findings on Legislative Counsel were particularly limited,19 and our findings indicate that its role is far more central than that study concluded.

Across the first 104 surveys we conducted, 83% of respondents volunteered 183 different comments about the centrality of Legislative Counsel in response to numerous questions about the canons and drafting without any prompting from us.20 At that point, we added two explicit references to Legis-

15. See Methods Appendix, supra note 3, at 6.
18. See Nourse & Schacter, supra note 5, at 579, 581.
19. This is likely because the Judiciary Committee seems to use Legislative Counsel less frequently than other committees. See id. at 581.
20. The only reference to Legislative Counsel in the first version of the survey was in the first substantive question (Q11) about groups that participate in drafting.
lative Counsel in the second version of the survey to better capture this story in the remaining interviews.

We also interviewed a broad cross-section of Legislative Counsels themselves—twenty-eight in total—working in both chambers, across multiple committees and with differing degrees of seniority. Both our Legislative Counsel and other staffer respondents showed remarkable agreement about the Offices’ role, strengths, and weaknesses.

a. Legislative Counsel as the primary drafters of text; others as the primary makers of “policy”

Our non-Legislative Counsel respondents underscored that they rarely draft statutes from “scratch,” and most told us that the drafting of statutory text is often done by Legislative Counsel.21 We believe these findings would be magnified in the broader drafting population, given that committee counsels are more likely to draft themselves than nonlawyers or even lawyers on personal staffs. The following comments were typical: “99% is drafted by Legislative Counsel. Most legislation is an amorphous concept given by member or staffer”;22 “Staffers are more focused on the idea and execution . . . then talk to Legislative Counsel conceptually and have them execute the draft”;23 and “No staffer drafts legislative language. Legislative Counsel drafts everything.”24 The process by which this occurs, according to many of our respondents, is that staffers who work directly for members or committees provide Legislative Counsel with policy “bullet points”25 or sometimes rough outlines of statutory text, which Legislative Counsel then turns into legislative language.

These findings suggest an important disconnect not only between members and statutory text (a disconnect long suspected) but also between staff who are policy experts and staff who turn policy into legislative text. It is not uncommon to hear that a group of elected officials has reached a “deal” before pen is put to paper.26 But a main theoretical assumption has been that members, or at least their direct staffs, write up the details of those deals.

21. Universal Comment Code 1. For an explanation of comment codes, see Methods Appendix, supra note 3, at 49-50.
22. Q49.
23. Id.
24. Id.
25. Id.
26. See, e.g., Jennifer Bendery, Gun Bill Vote: Senate Overcomes GOP Filibuster Effort to Begin Debate, HUFFINGTON POST (Apr. 11, 2013, 11:35 AM EDT), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/11/gun-bill-vote_n_3061275.html?utm_hp_ref=tw (quoting Senator Mike Lee’s (R-UT) complaint that a gun bill was being debated even as “not a single senator ha[d] been provided the legislative language”); THE SENATORS’
Moreover, the idea that legislative history is somehow more removed from this process than the statutory text also seems inaccurate. The textualist argument against legislative history is often couched as a members-versus-staff problem—i.e., that legislative history is the product of unaccountable or "sneaky" staff or committees, as opposed to text, which is formally approved by all elected members. Instead, the real issue seems to be a staff-staff distinction with respect to both legislative history and statutory text. Those policy "bullet points" may be the strongest evidence of congressional intent, but courts have never referenced them (nor are they public). And the kind of legislative history that courts do fight over, such as committee reports, as the first Article detailed, is drafted by those staff with more policy expertise and greater direct accountability to the members than the staff who may draft the text. Unlike ordinary staff (who told us, "staffers don't keep their jobs if they disagree with members"), Legislative Counsels (who also viewed themselves as accountable, telling us, "if you're not elected, you're replaceable") cannot be fired by individual members, and do not lose their jobs when control over Congress changes.

We qualify this observation with a finding from our first Article: not all legislative history is created equal. Our respondents were consistently more discerning than courts about which legislative history is reliable, for example, emphasizing consensus, bipartisan legislative history that reflects the views of more than one member. Although the same staff may draft less reliable legislative history as well, it is still the more reliable type of legislative history that seems to provide the most important alternative, or supplement, to statutory text.

b. Implications of the Legislative Counsel story for a text-focused approach

We doubt that most judges would claim an intentional focus on the understandings of the unelected, nonpartisan congressional career staff. But Justice Scalia's most important impact has been precisely this—when statutory meaning is uncertain, textualist and purposivist judges alike give statutory text a privileged position in their interpretive hierarchies, and that emphasis on text, our findings suggest, puts more doctrinal weight on Legislative Counsel's in-

27. See Gluck & Bressman, supra note 1, at 984.
28. Confidential Telephone Interview with staffer (Nov. 6, 2013).
29. See 2 U.S.C. § 272 (2012) (providing that the Senate Chief Legislative Counsel is appointed by the President Pro Tempore); id. § 282a(a) (providing that the House Chief Legislative Counsel may be removed by the Speaker).
fluence than that of other drafters. Many recent law review articles contain some version of the phrase "[w]e are all textualists now"—proof positive of the Scalia effect. Our study, however, provides new reasons to question the current focus on text as the best route to legislative intent.

Our focus here is on instances in which statutory meaning is uncertain—the cases that implicate judicial interpretation or that pose particularly vexing problems for agency implementation. Text, several respondents told us, is always "the gold standard" or the "ideal," but for both practical reasons (e.g., lack of time to draft clearly, unforeseen circumstances, mistakes, etc.) and political reasons (e.g., need to compromise, inability to reach consensus on an issue, desire to retain some flexibility), gaps and ambiguities are inevitable. The age-old question for statutory interpretation is what to do then.

We recognize the formalist argument for a text-centric approach in these circumstances. Some textualists argue that the impenetrability of the legislative process makes it necessary to rely on the only official act—the vote of the member on the statutory text—as the best evidence of statutory meaning. And, of course, Congress does vote on the text that Legislative Counsel produces. Some textualists also ground their formalist approach in the impossibility of discerning collective intent; our breakdown of the various staff responsibilities and perspectives indeed may drive home that point. But a text-based response to these difficulties, we think, must find its justification in rule-of-law values, and not under the textualists' current, democracy-based, faithful-agent rubric that a text-based approach best respects legislative bargains. That premise seems fictitious. Our findings cast doubt on whether members or high-level staff read, much less are able to decipher, all of the textual details and illustrate how the different players in the legislative process contribute to the final product in different ways, not all of them text focused. This does not mean that formalist justifications cannot sustain a vote-on-the-text-based approach;


31. E-mail from confidential respondent to author (Oct. 14, 2013) (on file with authors).

32. See John F. Manning, Legal Realism & the Canons’ Revival, 5 GREEN BAG 2d 283, 290 (2002).


but it means its basis should be in such formalism, not in assumptions about legislative bargains.

Moreover, even under ideal drafting circumstances, the particularly granular level on which many text-focused debates now take place in the case law seems disconnected from the way in which members and congressional policy staff engage in the drafting process. This is not to say that members and staff do not care about text, or that legislative history or the other influences we shall identify will always be able to answer disputes about particular statutory phrases. Rather, it is to say that micro-level legal disputes over what is often a single word in a lengthy statute may be improperly focused in the first place.

Another reason that we raise these concerns is that our non-Legislative Counsel staffers told us that they often are not capable of confirming that the text that Legislative Counsel drafts reflects their intentions. Our respondents repeatedly mentioned anxieties about the lack of interstaff accountability attendant to this divided process of policymaking and drafting. Our ordinary counsels reported that the difficulties of understanding technical statutory language and of tracking the numerous statutory cross-references and amendments to preexisting legislation make penetrating the language that Legislative Counsel generates challenging even for staffers who are lawyers.35 Many expressed special concerns that younger or less experienced staffers cannot confirm that Legislative Counsel accurately translates their deals. The following comment was typical: “Legislative Counsel drafts, and the staffer doesn’t have the law degree or expertise to evaluate what Legislative Counsel did.”36 One of our respondents vividly described the complexity of the task: “Leg. Counsel rewrites it and sometimes changes it. It’s kind of like translating the Bible.”37

We do not suggest that Legislative Counsels are disloyal; to the contrary, we were impressed by their nonpartisan dedication to their work. But consider how this response from one of our Legislative Counsels—making the point that the disconnect between policymaking and drafting is not a problematic or unusual one for law—pinpoints the issue:

If Jamie Dimon [as CEO of JPMorgan Chase] went to a law firm in New York, which is how we like to think about ourselves, and asks them to put something together, he doesn’t understand the legal language, they just want to make sure they do what they want them to do.38

This description, although reasonable, is based on a starkly different set of assumptions than those that courts apply about how directly elected members, and even high-level staff, are involved in the details of statutory text.

35. See Q78.
36. Q49.
37. Q50.
38. Confidential Telephone Interview with staffer, supra note 28.
c. The limitations of Legislative Counsel as a bridge between Congress and courts

One can imagine arguments for why interpretive doctrine should be aimed at Legislative Counsel. One set of arguments might go to the idea that statutes, as legal documents, should indeed be drafted in the language of lawyers—an argument we think open to serious challenge because statutes must also perform a democratic notice-giving function to the public. A more persuasive argument might be that, as Congress's professional drafters, Legislative Counsels are likely best situated to master the courts' doctrinal approach and incorporate it into drafting, and so, on the surface, they appear the best vehicle for Congress to use to facilitate communication with courts. Some scholars have recently argued that the courts should study and follow the interpretive presumptions listed in Legislative Counsel's drafting manuals for precisely this reason. Our findings, however, reveal serious limitations to the idea that Legislative Counsel is the best entity to bridge the courts-Congress gap.

i. Legislative Counsel lacks its assumed doctrinal expertise

Our respondents did report that they rely on Legislative Counsel's assumed knowledge of the rules of interpretation. Our Legislative Counsel respondents themselves were in fact more likely than other respondents to say that some of the canons they knew played a role in drafting. But we also found that, contrary to these expectations about Legislative Counsel's expertise, the Legislative Counsels we interviewed had no greater knowledge of most of the canons than the other respondents.

40. Q49.
41. See Q18 (federalism or preemption); Q23 (Mead); Q46 (superfluities, whole act, whole code).
42. The exceptions were the whole act rule (by name), Q45f (95% confidence), the whole code rule (by concept), Q44c (99% confidence; 95% using super population assumption), the rule against superfluities (by name), Q45c (99% confidence; 95% using super population assumption), and the rule against superfluities (by concept), Q43 (95% confidence). All calculations are the same using a baseline population of 650 counsels or a super population assumption unless noted. See Methods Appendix, supra note 3, at 7.
In other words, our Legislative Counsels had more confidence in the idea that interpretive rules have a role to play in the drafting process, but they do not know all of those rules as well as everyone expects. These findings throw another wrench in the prospect of a courts-Congress interpretive dialogue. Across the many questions about the canons, 45% of respondents volunteered that it was the obligation of Legislative Counsel to raise the canons for their clients where the canons would be relevant to statutory drafting. Thus, to the extent staffers assume that they are in a conversation with courts simply by virtue of
their reliance on Legislative Counsel, that assumption seems at least partially incorrect. This is not to deny that Legislative Counsels may be better at flagging interpretive issues than other counsels. They also seem more focused on the courts than others and seem to have more faith in courts.\textsuperscript{43} These differences indicate that intense professional education might make Legislative Counsel a more effective bridge across the branches. And they do seem more expert when it comes to certain types of \textit{internal} drafting practices. The process of identifying how certain statutes amend and cross-reference preexisting statutes, for instance, is a kind of drafting expertise, although one not focused on judicial doctrine.

\textbf{ii. Legislative Counsel's inability to be the coordinating arm—"the OIRA of Congress"}

Even putting aside doctrinal knowledge, Legislative Counsel does not appear to have the reach, the convening power, or even the consistency of practice to coordinate Congress's drafting process. By way of comparison, consider the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), the executive branch's coordinating arm for drafting regulations. OIRA has at least two advantages over Legislative Counsel: a close relationship with the President and an executive order directing regulatory review and coordination.\textsuperscript{44} Legislative Counsel lacks this kind of political clout, which would be necessary to impose consistency and to resolve turf-oriented disputes during the drafting process.\textsuperscript{45}

Within Legislative Counsel itself, coordination is lacking. We were told that "even Legislative Counsel is silo'd"\textsuperscript{46}—the fragmenting effect of committee jurisdiction applies to Legislative Counsel, too, because each Legislative Counsel is assigned to a specific subject area(s).\textsuperscript{47} Eleven of our twenty-eight

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{43} See, e.g., Q65 (finding that Legislative Counsels are more likely to say courts apply consistent interpretive rules (95\% confidence).
  \item \textsuperscript{45} See Sunstein, \textit{supra} note 44 at 1850-51, 1858-59 (describing OIRA's convening and coordinating role).
  \item \textsuperscript{46} Q44d.
  \item \textsuperscript{47} See E-mail from James Fransen, Legislative Counsel, Office of Legislative Counsel, U.S. Senate, to author (Apr. 19, 2012) (on file with authors); E-mail from Megan Renfrew, Assistant Counsel, Office of Legislative Counsel, U.S. House of Representatives, to author (Apr. 11, 2012) (on file with authors).
\end{itemize}
Legislative Counsels mentioned this point as an impediment to consistent usage across statutes involving different subjects or different committees, even when the professional drafters are involved; sixteen rejected the idea of consistent term usage across different statutes or different committees.\textsuperscript{48}

Moreover, Legislative Counsel does not play a central role in every statute. Key amendment text is often drafted after hours, when Legislative Counsel may not be present, or under extreme time pressure, when there is no time to involve them. Still other drafters do not consult Legislative Counsel at all: there is no requirement that they do. And some present Legislative Counsel with text already drafted by others, such as lobbyists or agencies. Seventy-five percent of our Legislative Counsel respondents told us that they have less leeway to change such outside-prepared texts than when they are asked to draft from scratch.\textsuperscript{49}

Politics also often trumps Legislative Counsel's advice. Legislative Counsel (unlike OIRA) is not permitted to intervene in political disputes.\textsuperscript{50} As one non-Legislative Counsel respondent observed, "the art of legislative dealmaking intercedes in their efforts."\textsuperscript{51}

All of these limitations hamper the coordinating potential of Legislative Counsel much more so than even the professional legislative drafting bodies in other countries with which Legislative Counsel is sometimes compared.\textsuperscript{52} For these reasons, we suggest in Part IV that a more effective coordinator would be a new entity inside the offices of the congressional leadership.

2. Committee jurisdiction as a fundamental organizing and interpretive principle

Committee jurisdiction is another defining feature of the drafting process—and one that, likewise, is rarely mentioned by judges in statutory interpretation cases. Without inquiring about this topic, we received an overwhelming number of volunteered comments about how the division of Congress into committees creates drafting "silos" that exacerbate drafting fragmentation and also

\textsuperscript{48} Q44c-d.
\textsuperscript{49} See Q81.
\textsuperscript{51} Q49.
“turf” consciousness that incentivizes drafting to protect jurisdiction. Forty-five percent of respondents brought up the issue a total of eighty-three times, repeatedly emphasizing its importance across virtually every section of the survey.\footnote{There were seventy mentions of the importance of committee jurisdiction before any question mentioning committees was asked. See Methods Appendix, supra note 3; Universal Comment Code 4.}

\textbf{FIGURE 3}
Empirical Survey of 137 Congressional Staffers 2011-2012:
Volunteered Comments on the Importance of Committee Jurisdiction

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
\begin{pie}[partial, sum=100, hide number]{
12/Agency Deference, 42/Textual Canons, 7/Substantive Canons, 15/Other Comments, 4/立法史, 18/Legislative Process}
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

Source: Comment codes; Universal Comment Code 4.

Note: Forty-five percent of respondents volunteered eighty-three separate comments. Categories in the chart reflect matters as to which respondents said that the committee system, or differences among committees, made a difference.

The Supreme Court has referenced the concept of committee jurisdiction in only a handful of decisions, and does not generally use it as an aid in interpretive disputes.\footnote{A search of the Westlaw Supreme Court database for the words “committee” and “jurisdiction” in the same paragraph uncovered five cases in which committee jurisdiction was referenced in regard to a statutory interpretation issue, but only three of those cases really utilized the concept. See United States v. Estate of Romani, 523 U.S. 517, 533 (1998) (noting that a proposal might have been rejected not because Congress disagreed with it but because the proposal involved a “wide-ranging subject matter [that] was beyond the... Committee’s jurisdiction”); Tenn. Valley Auth. v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 191 (1978)} Nor does the vast political science literature on Congress’s
committee structure address whether this structural factor should affect interpretive doctrine. At the same time, the political science literature does tell a positive institutional story about the centrality of committee jurisdiction and the vast differences across committees that our findings corroborate.55

a. Committees as drafting “silos”56

Congress is structurally divided into twenty-one standing committees in the House and sixteen in the Senate, plus eight other committees of special types (so-called “special,” “select,” and “joint” committees).57 Our respondents emphasized the lack of communication across these committees during the drafting process. Fifteen percent of respondents, for example, qualified their approval of the “whole act rule”—the presumption that statutes are internally consistent—by explaining that its accuracy turns on whether the language was inserted by the same committee.58 Others emphasized that “we all work in silos and don’t always know.”59

Across statutes, respondents were much more hesitant to say that statutory terms are even intended to mean the same thing. Forty-three percent of respondents told us that the presumption of consistent usage applies across statutes in related subject-matter areas precisely because the same committee is

56. Q44c.
58. See Q44a-d (comment code).
59. Q44c.
drafting. But only 9% of respondents told us the presumption should apply across statutes in areas overseen by different committees. Ten percent of respondents volunteered that, unless there was an explicit cross-reference, the presumption should actually be the opposite.

i. Different drafting practices and manuals

Different committees deploy different drafting practices. Several committees, for example, engage in “conceptual drafting” or “conceptual markups,” practices in which members debate and amend the measure using a narrative about what the text is supposed to accomplish rather than the actual text. For statutes passed by those committees and then reported to the full chamber, more judicial attention arguably should be paid to the narrative documents used for the committee vote, because other members often defer to that vote due to the committee’s policy expertise. We also were told that regulatory committees draft differently, as a substantive matter, than appropriators, who are not as focused on policy issues as the subject-matter committees.

Different drafters also have different style manuals or checklists for drafting. The Appropriations Committee, as our respondents pointed out, uses a GAO Redbook, a two-thousand-page treatise that includes topics ranging from agency discretion to federalism presumptions. The Senate Commerce Committee has its own Guide for Preparation of Committee Reports, which states that “[a] committee report . . . is useful as a way of providing guidance to an administering officer, agency, or other interested party” and that “courts frequently refer” to them.

60. Id.
61. Q44d.
62. See Q44a-d (comment codes).
63. Q49; Q60 (“[C]onceptual marks are what we vote on, not really on language, and someone works on the language after that.”); Q78.
67. STAFF OF S. COMM. ON COMMERCE, SCI. & TRANSP., 111TH CONG., GUIDE FOR PREPARATION OF COMMITTEE REPORTS 2-3 (Comm. Print 2009).
In addition, as noted, both the House and Senate Legislative Counsel offices have drafting checklists and style manuals—but even those are not identical. The Senate Legislative Counsel checklist references one canon: “exclusion of surplusage.” The Senate Manual references superfluities again and also consistent term usage.

The Senate Manual references superfluities again and also consistent term usage. The House Manual recommends consultation of dictionaries and tells drafters to “[u]se [the] same word over and over,” but does not appear to reference any formal canons. Each manual also ends with miscellaneous rules, among them the use of the terms “may” and “shall,” and, in the case of the House Manual, encouraging the use of dictionary definitions. House Legislative Counsels also consult a five-hundred-page treatise written by the head of that office, which has one chapter that discusses statutory interpretation by courts and includes approximately a dozen canons.

The GAO Redbook has been cited four times by the Supreme Court and twenty times by the federal courts of appeals. The Legislative Counsel manuals have been cited three times by the Supreme Court and six times by the federal courts of appeals. The Commerce Committee Guide does not appear ever to have been cited by any court.

Various commentators have recommended the use of standardized legislative drafting manuals and checklists by both legislators and courts for some

---

68. Q35.
69. OFFICE OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, U.S. SENATE, CHECKLIST FOR LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING 2 (on file with authors).
72. Id. at 61-62; SENATE DRAFTING MANUAL, supra note 70, at 76.
73. HOUSE DRAFTING MANUAL, supra note 71, at 3.
All commentators have focused only on the Legislative Counsel manuals. But the proliferation and variation of these kinds of materials inside Congress would make suggestions about standardization exceedingly difficult to implement. Other committees may have resources similar to the manuals discussed, and it is possible that those resources contain conflicting advice. Indeed, the very canons mentioned in the Legislative Counsel manuals—superfluities, whole act, and dictionaries—were the same ones rejected by most of our respondents as unrealistic given other structural factors. These problems are compounded when multiple committees or types of drafters often work on the same bill; for instance, an appropriations statute that is reviewed by Legislative Counsel. Nor is it the case that Legislative Counsel reviews every enacted statute or that, when it does, its stylistic suggestions are followed. Given this variety, without a major reorientation of internal congressional practices, how could courts know which standardized manual to rely upon, and when?

ii. Different hiring practices: nonpartisan staff, lawyers, nonlawyers

Committees also diverge in the types of staff they hire. Some committees have or have had nonpartisan drafting staffs, whom our respondents described as playing a different role from both ordinary committee counsel (because the nonpartisan drafting staff, like Legislative Counsel, are expert drafters) and Legislative Counsel (because the nonpartisan staff, unlike Legislative Counsel, are also policy experts). The Joint Committee on Taxation and the Senate Commerce Committee offer current examples.

Other committees, we were told, prefer not to have lawyers working for them at all. Some respondents said the use of nonlawyers makes a difference from an interpretation standpoint. For instance: “There are different levels of sophistication in drafting—but some members don’t use lawyers in drafting and

78. See Gluck & Bressman, supra note 1, at 933-38, 954-56.
79. Q44a.
80. See John F. Manley, Congressional Staff and Public Policy-Making: The Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, 30 J. POL. 1046, 1050-52 (1968); Overview, JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAX’N, https://www.jct.gov/about-us/overview.html (last visited Mar. 26, 2014); E-mail from confidential respondent to author (July 2, 2012) (on file with authors). The Senate Finance Committee used to have similar staff. See David E. Price, Professionals and “Entrepreneurs”: Staff Orientations and Policy Making on Three Senate Committees, 33 J. POL. 316, 327 (1971).
it's more sloppy." As noted in the first Article, we did see differences between our lawyer counsels and our few nonlawyer respondents with respect to familiarity with some of the canons. Still other committees are composed almost exclusively of lawyers, like Judiciary.

b. Committee turf guarding as a key interpretive presumption

The importance of protecting committee jurisdiction and the ways in which committees specialize in particular subject-matter areas also emerged from our respondents' answers about what kinds of assumptions they make about the meaning of statutory text, ambiguity, and even delegation. The picture our respondents painted is consistent with the political science work emphasizing that the committee system incentivizes "turf guarding" at the same time that it facilitates expertise building.83

We were told that committees draft statutes to keep matters within their own jurisdiction, even if doing so requires contorted language and not the "ordinary" language that courts presume drafters use. This turf-guarding point also has relevance for delegation. Fifteen percent of respondents volunteered comments that committees go out of their way to draft statutes so that agencies within their jurisdiction will implement them.84 As noted in the first Article, our respondents also volunteered committee jurisdiction as an important signal of congressional intent to delegate interpretive authority when multiple agencies are given overlapping statutory duties.85 Our respondents told us, for example: "The committee wants the agency over which they have jurisdiction to have the lead,"86 and "[U]nless it's explicit it's presumed in the jurisdictional aspect. The committee that writes it has jurisdiction and the agency within its jurisdiction is the signal."87

Differences across committees seem to have other implications for delegation, too. Our respondents told us that different committees approach delegation differently. They told us that presumptions about delegation can depend on the committee's personal relationships with the agency in question (23%) or the particular subject matter of statutes under the committee's jurisdiction (60%).88

81. Q49.
82. See Gluck & Bressman, supra note 1, at 1021-22.
84. Q23; Q24.
85. Q23.
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. Q24.
These differences, our respondents explained, result in varied levels of committee-agency trust and different norms for delegation to agencies depending on the committee and subject at issue.\footnote{Id.}

In the first Article, we illustrated how these findings relate to the Court’s own implicit practice of according different levels of agency deference depending on the subject matter.\footnote{Gluck & Bressman, supra note 1, at 1001-02; see William N. Eskridge, Jr. & Lauren E. Baer, The Continuum of Deference: Supreme Court Treatment of Agency Statutory Interpretations from Chevron to Hamdan, 96 GEO. L.J. 1083, 1090, 1097-120 (2008) (identifying this “continuum” of deference).} Here, we go deeper. It is not only the case that different subject matters are accorded more or less interpretive room by drafters. It also has to do with \textit{whether the committee with jurisdiction over the agency is doing the drafting}. As one respondent put it: “It depends on jurisdiction. If your committee has jurisdiction over [Homeland Security], you’d rather have your agency interpreting the statute.”\footnote{Q24.} In other words, and unsurprisingly, drafters of statutes want control over statutory implementation. Our findings suggest that drafters will be more likely to intend delegation if the agency charged with implementing the statute is within their oversight authority.\footnote{Cf. Brian D. Feinstein, Avoiding Oversight: Legislator Preferences and Congressional Monitoring of the Administrative State, 8 J.L. ECON. & POL’Y 23, 28 (2011) (reporting a connection between oversight and agency responsiveness).}

Other research substantiates this account. Political scientist Walter Oleszek, for instance, has written that committee members will try to “introduce legislation that amends statutes over which their committees have jurisdiction,” even if the fit is unclear.\footnote{WALTER J. OLESZEK, CONGRESSIONAL PROCEDURES AND THE POLICY PROCESS 83 (5th ed. 2001); see also id. at 75. As one example, Oleszek notes that: [t]o lay claim to Internet legislation and avoid referral of their bill to the Commerce Committee, two House Judiciary Committee members drafted their measure to amend the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, which is within their panel’s exclusive jurisdiction, and not the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which falls under the Commerce Committee. Id. at 83.} Recent reporting about the Dodd-Frank financial reform legislation revealed that division of oversight in that bill was split, with “no logical sense,” between the SEC and CFTC because different committees had jurisdiction over each, and each wanted some control.\footnote{Kaiser, supra note 14, at 88.} Our respondents made the same point. For example:

Committee jurisdiction is really important to how stuff gets drafted—I never learned that in law school . . . . It affects general policy approaches, leads to contorted ways of talking about things in legislation. For example, in national water policy or hydropower, the Clean Water Act is under Transportation’s ju-
risdiction, Natural Resources has jurisdiction over oceans and fisheries. So you try to phrase the policy to keep it in your own committee.95

Our data also suggest that, because different committees have different areas of policy expertise, even well-informed drafters are likely to have varied knowledge of the policy-based canons. For example, even though 47% of our respondents said they had at some point participated in drafting a criminal statute, only twenty-three respondents from that group knew the “rule of lenity”—and fifteen of them were on Judiciary, the committee generally charged with jurisdiction over criminal law.96

One implication of this finding is that judges may wish to consider which committee is doing the drafting before applying a substantive canon. Our Tax and International Trade Committee counsels repeatedly told us that they rarely engaged with federalism issues. In contrast, our counsels on the House Energy and Commerce and Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions Committees engage federalism questions frequently, because the areas under their jurisdiction are areas of traditional state authority. Our sample from these committees is too small to draw conclusions from our data, but assumptions that drafters think about federalism, or other issues, may be more realistic for some committees than others.

3. Other staff differences: leadership vs. committee vs. personal staff

Legislative Counsel and committee staff are not the only statutory drafters. Congress is a big bureaucracy: there are more than 14,000 congressional staffers,97 and Legislative Counsel and committee staff comprise fewer than one-third of that number.98 The other main legislative drafting staff are personal staff—who work directly for elected members—and the staff who work for the congressional leadership.

a. Personal staff: often young, nonlawyers, and with different goals

According to our respondents, personal staff have a different job description than committee staff, which affects how they draft. Fifteen percent of respondents volunteered such differences, the most salient of which was that the

95. Q83.
96. Q3; Q29; Q30. Judiciary respondents were more likely than others to know the rule of lenity (99% confidence).
work of personal staff, unlike leadership or committee staff, is targeted toward the positions and reelection of their individual members.99

These differences affect application of interpretive presumptions, like federalism. We were told, for example, “committee staff is more federal policy staff,”100 but personal staff “are drafting to their member’s preferences/beliefs about federalism.”101 It also affects legislative history; our respondents told us that personal staff draft legislative history more with an eye toward their own member’s perspective or reelection needs rather than with a focus on statutory meaning.102

More generally, respondents emphasized the difference between a committee’s need to find compromise and personal staff’s ability to be more focused on a single member’s preferences: “You are working for a specific member, not the whole committee. You focus on different things, things relevant to your district, a much narrower focus and you can be more ideologically pure.”103 In the Senate, we were told, the smaller bills typically drafted by personal offices often are less controversial and so more likely than other bills to go through the unanimous consent process—a process by which debate is bypassed.104 The effect, our respondents said, is both that there is less need to compromise but also that there are “often more mistakes; particularly if a member drives the issue and it’s not committee driven.”105 It also was widely suggested that personal staff relies more heavily on Legislative Counsel than committee staff,106 and that many of these staffers are “young, right out of college and they might not have the knowledge to review the text they get back [from Legislative Counsel] and raise issues.”107

b. Drafting by leadership—dealmaking over policy or clarity

Congressional leaders often take statutes out of the committee process to push major deals through Congress. These increasingly frequent deviations from the textbook drafting process—what Barbara Sinclair has called “Unor-

99. Universal Comment Code 9 (selected); Universal Comment Code 15 (all).
100. Q28.
101. Q19.
102. Q64.
103. Q83.
105. Q70.
106. Q49 (reporting, for example, that “on the personal office side they often have only a vague idea of what they want and Leg. Counsel has to do a lot more”).
107. Id.
thodox Lawmaking—increase the power of leadership staff over that of committee staff.  

Twenty-six percent of respondents volunteered, at different points in the survey, that leadership involvement results in a less transparent legislative process, because leadership can bypass those steps of the committee process—such as hearings, markup, and committee report—that are visible to other members and the public. They also told us that statutes put together by leaders have less legislative history and a lower-quality version of it, because leadership both lacks policy expertise and usually gets involved when statutes become bundled deals—a negotiated process not conducive to the production of high-quality legislative history. Because omnibus bills are not usually under the jurisdiction of one committee, and because leadership often has a role in cobbled them together, the same quality reports or expert explanations do not always get produced. Consistent with their views that drafting by leadership leads to a different sort of legislative history, our respondents also told us that they discounted floor statements by party leaders as "spin," compared to what they viewed as reliable statements by committee leaders with more policy expertise.

We recognize our respondents’ potential bias here, including with respect to their comments about personal staff. Our committee staff respondents are the very people who stand to lose power in the face of greater leadership control. Other staffers in Congress might make different assessments of the value of leadership’s involvement. The critical point, and one the political science literature and legal work by Elizabeth Garrett corroborates, is that the nature of the text- and legislative-history-writing processes change when leadership (or personal staff) is in charge.

* * *

109. See id. at 111.
112. Q64; see Q61.
These details, though deep in the trenches of the legislative bureaucracy, cannot be ignored under any interpretive theory that depends on either the idea of reflecting how Congress works, or the idea of being in communication with Congress—whether as partners, system coordinators, or otherwise—or even on the idea that there is a fictitious "reasonable drafter" on whom interpretive doctrine should be based. At a minimum, theories that ignore these details require some justification for doing so—some acknowledgment that the current presumptions are actually judicially imposed, rather than derived from congressional practice or expectations, and some defense of the judicial power to impose them.

Even assuming that the various categories of staffers have some consistency of practice, we have illustrated that the number of categories and diversity of practice across them bedevils the goals of interpretive projects based on congressional practice or expectations. We have more to say about this in Part IV, but there are other structural features that complement this account that we must first introduce below.

We also note that 25% and 34% of our respondents told us that first drafts are typically written by, respectively, the White House and agencies, or policy experts and outside groups, like lobbyists. Empirical work is lacking for the details of this account; for instance, whether these outside actors tend to be involved in more major statutes than minor ones or how much these outside drafts change once they are brought inside Congress. Our Legislative Counsel respondents did tell us that they typically cannot change the text of these statutes as much as they can change statutes drafted inside Congress. Space limitations require that we explore the roles of executive branch and interest-group drafters elsewhere, but these outside drafters obviously exacerbate the theoretical challenges that we have discussed.

B. Statutes Are a "They" and Not an "It," Too

We move beyond staff differences now to three structural points that are equally important to the themes of this Part: the type of statute, the path it takes, and its budgetary effects.

Ninety-three percent of our respondents told us the legislative process differs for different types of statutes, and ninety percent agreed that the process by which a statute is enacted affects how it is drafted. Twenty-nine percent of our respondents volunteered fifty-five separate comments over the course of

114. Q77b-c.
115. Q81.
116. Q70.
117. Q74; Universal Comment Code 16; accord OLESZEK, supra note 93, at 299.
the survey emphasizing, as Sinclair’s work has,\textsuperscript{118} that the textbook statute and textbook legislative process, if they ever existed, are no more. The following Figure summarizes the findings:

**FIGURE 4**
Empirical Survey of 137 Congressional Staffers 2011-2012: Does Legislative Process Affect Outcomes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process by Which Statute Is Enacted</th>
<th>Legislative Process Differs for Different Kinds of Statutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affects Drafting No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legislative History Plays Same Role in Omnibus as in Single-Subject Statute</th>
<th>Legislative History Plays Same Role in Appropriations as in Other Statutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consistent Usage of Terms as Likely in Omnibus as in Single-Subject Statute</th>
<th>Statutes as Likely to Be Internally Consistent Whether They Go Through Committee or Not</th>
<th>Statutes as Likely to Be Internally Consistent Whether They Go Through Conference or Not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{118} See \textit{Sinclair, supra} note 108.
Sources: Q70-Q76.

Note: Except for Q72, fractions omit individuals who responded “Other” or “Don’t Know.” For Q72, fractions include respondents who answered “Other” or “Don’t Know,” but whose comments indicated a different role for legislative history in omnibus statutes. Proportions aggregate individuals who responded “Strongly Agree” and “Agree,” and “Strongly Disagree” and “Disagree,” where applicable.

Here, too, however, the Court does not make such distinctions,119 and scholars generally overlook them. Two important exceptions are Elizabeth Gar-rett’s descriptive account of omnibus lawmaking, which corresponds with much of ours, and Victoria Nourse’s recent and laudable emphasis on Congress’s formal rules and procedures.120 Garrett, however, recommends retaining current doctrines even if they do not reflect drafting practice;121 and Nourse generally assumes the textbook legislative process as the default.

1. The type of statute matters: omnibus vs. appropriations vs. ordinary bills

Our findings suggest that there is an enormous difference between omnibus and non-omnibus legislation and between both kinds of legislation and appropriations legislation (which often are omnibus in nature although different in content from regulatory omnibus bills). These differences affect how our respondents read both text and legislative history.

Seventy-four percent of our respondents said that omnibus bills are less likely to be internally consistent than single-subject bills.122 More than half of that number elaborated in their comments with explanations like: “[I]n an omnibus statute, different committees put in language related to their subject matter, so the whole code rule doesn’t apply.”123 A little more than half of all respondents also said that legislative history plays a different role in omnibus

119. Apart from the occasional acknowledgement of a statute’s omnibus nature, see, e.g., Reno v. Am.-Arab Anti-Discrimination Comm., 525 U.S. 471, 498 (1999) (Stevens, J., concurring in the judgment) (noting it was “not surprising” that a 750-page omnibus bill had a scrivener’s error), the Court appears not to have distinguished between these and other types of statutes. See, e.g., United States v. Gonzales, 520 U.S. 1, 13-14 (1997) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (construing part of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1984 and noting “I think there would have been some mention of this important change in the legislative history”).


121. See Garrett, supra note 113, at 7.

122. Q71. Seven of the remaining thirty-five respondents who did not answer the initial question in this manner offered comments to the same effect. Id.

123. Id.; see Q44b.
Most of our respondents reported that omnibus history was often “confused” or nonexistent. Many also reported that the way in which omnibus bills are put together makes it “more likely the legislative history [that does exist] is erroneous,” because it often derives from the earlier-drafted, single-subject bills that later are meshed together and sometimes changed for the conglomerate product. We were told, for example: “The omni is a kitchen sink, and it's very difficult to know with any assurance that the legislative history that comes along with it is coordinated with the statute.”

With respect to appropriations legislation, as the first Article discussed, the majority of respondents said that legislative history plays a totally different role, with 39% offering additional comments to explain it as more central and important. This, too, is due to an underappreciated structural feature, which Nourse has pointed out: both the House and Senate rules essentially prohibit regulatory language in appropriations text itself, leaving legislative history as the necessary repository of Congress’s directives with respect to how the money should be spent. One of the most striking pieces of evidence about this substantive and regulatory quality of appropriations legislative history is that our Legislative Counsel respondents told us that they generally do not draft legislative history except in the appropriations context.

Our respondents also had the distinct impression that the use of these “unorthodox” vehicles is on the rise and that the rise is attributable to increased polarization. The political science data confirm these impressions, too. The following comment was typical: “Congress doesn’t do single subjects much anymore because it’s too hard to do legislation, so bundling is the only way to get things.” As noted, many respondents also told us that leadership, not committees, controls these bills: “[t]he omnibus is a totally different process, it gets down to Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, etc.” and “[i]f you care about regular order, it gets very scary because it’s a humongous deal negotiated by people who really don’t understand.”

124. Q72; Q73.
125. Q72.
126. Id.
127. Q73.
129. Q58.
130. SINCLAIR, supra note 108, at 147; see OLESZEK, supra note 93, at 15.
131. Q72.
132. Q71.
133. Q70.
2. The stages of the process matter

Even across statutes utilizing the same type of statutory vehicle, our respondents emphasized other process-related differences that affect the final product. Two of these differences, which should come as no surprise and have been noted by others, are the length of the statute and the time the drafter has to write it. As one staffer told us: "A lot of times you have one night to draft and the issue is time. Also, in the same section I should be able to pick up on [inconsistent usage], maybe not in a 200 page bill."

But our respondents also highlighted less obvious distinctions. For example, they told us that the degree of cooperation varies in accordance with the process and affects the end product. Sixty-five percent of respondents emphasized that the committee process requires the most collaboration and results in "more vetting." We were told, for instance, that it is easier to draft alone than in a group: "If you know you don't have to endure a markup you may say things more bluntly and plainly." Nevertheless, 70% of respondents (although, again, we recognize their potential bias) told us that "more process" leads to a better final product.

Our own research is consistent with our respondents' accounts of the increasingly unorthodox legislative process. As one of many possible examples, in the first year of the 112th Congress, only 7 (8%) of the 91 measures that passed went through the "textbook" process in both houses, passing through committees on each side, while 37 measures (41%) did not go through the committee process in either chamber before final passage. Only 3 of those 91 measures went through the conference committee process, the rest were worked out by leadership deals, special legislative processes such as reconciliation, or "preconference"—a process in which differences are negotiated behind the scenes by staff, and then each chamber passes the amendments necessary to make the bills identical without going through conference. Many of our respondents had never participated in a conference, even though most had

134. See Nourse & Schacter, supra note 5, at 590-91.
135. Q44c.
136. Q74.
137. Id.; Q75.
138. Q74.
139. Q70; Q74; Q75; Q76. Forty-seven percent also said that the committee process makes statutes more internally consistent.
141. Id. at 8; see Don Wolfensberger, Have House-Senate Conferences Gone the Way of the Dodo?, ROLL CALL (Apr. 28, 2008), http://www.rollcall.com/issues/53_127/-23250-1.html.
142. Cf. OLESZEK, supra note 93, at 247.
worked on Capitol Hill for more than five years. One of our respondents told us that, during the financial reform legislation, he “was in shock listening to Dodd and Frank having to explain how conference works—because there have been so few of them.”

One interesting takeaway from this set of questions is that even those working on the statutes themselves cannot always predict whether they will be able to touch, or fix, them later in the process. A statute that gets diverted through unorthodox processes deprives counsel of the chance to address interpretive issues, or errors, that may later arise. Numerous respondents mentioned health reform as an example. We were told, “[e]veryone expected the Affordable Care Act to go to conference and it didn’t and so we were stuck.” Courts rarely consider such possibilities when deciding how much weight to accord enacted text.

3. *The Congressional Budget Office as a case study in additional structural influences*

Our respondents also discussed other significant drafters. We do not dwell on most of these, including individual constituents and academics (each identified by 9% of respondents). We especially recognize that lobbyists and agencies, also mentioned by our respondents, are central external drafters who merit their own sustained treatment. We conclude this Part, however, by highlighting one overlooked actor that 15% of respondents identified without prompting: the Congressional Budget Office (CBO). In particular, this Subpart discusses the importance of the budget “score” that the CBO provides to legislative staff and members estimating the financial impact of proposed legislation.

The picture that our respondents painted of the centrality of the CBO score offers an excellent example of how the “language” of legislative drafters differs from the language of courts, and not always in ways that would be inaccessible to lawyers if they chose to look. As we have argued, there are certainly aspects of the drafting process that courts could not capture. At the same time, Congress *does* have its own set of structural cues—some of them, like the CBO score, that are transparent and publicly available—that our drafters told us have a profound influence on the words they select.

143. Q74.
144. Q74.
145. Q11i.
Our respondents repeatedly told us that they routinely change the bill text to bring legislation within a budgetary goal: “In tax and spending programs you live and die by the score. We have a number in advance and we work back and retrofit the policy to the score. We send them draft after draft;147 “Anything with a budget impact, we have to repeatedly go back to them to understand . . . their reading of the statute and then we have to go back and change it. This is extraordinarily widespread.”148 Popular reports make similar observations. During debates over health reform, for instance, news outlets reported that “the bill’s fate hinged on the results” of the CBO budget analysis and that the bill was continuously tweaked to change the score.149 Both our respondents and other commentators have observed that the centrality of the CBO score has increased since the passage of the statutory Pay-As-You-Go Act, which requires a budgetary estimate of a bill’s effects to accompany all covered legislation.150

Our respondents also told us that the budget score affects decisions about how much detail to put in legislation—that is, how much ambiguity to include. This is a critical point from a doctrinal perspective because, in the courts, ambiguity triggers decisionmaking presumptions. For example, in response to our question about whether drafters use ambiguity to trigger deference to agencies under Chevron, one respondent disagreed and focused instead on the budget score: “Legislators have different incentives to leave language ambiguous either because they don’t want to answer it or because it would affect the score.”151 Another told us, in response to our question about the expressio unius canon (the presumption that an enumerated list is intended to include no additional elements), that the score affects how he drafts lists. He said he cannot use “catch-all” terms—which trump the expressio presumption—even if the list isn’t intended to be exclusive because “catch-all terms cause us CBO problems” by inflating the score.152 Given that these counsel-respondents took this view, in many instances putting their concerns about the CBO score ahead of concerns about courts, it seems likely that noncounsel staffers would do the same.

147. Q11.
148. Id.
151. Q22.
152. Q42.
It is a different question whether it would be normatively desirable to apply a presumption that, for instance, ambiguities in legislation be construed consistently with the assumptions underlying the CBO score, even if the score does reflect the congressional understanding of the bill. There may be democracy-promoting reasons why courts might avoid interpretive rules that could further enhance what some consider the CBO's already disproportionate influence or what some view as its lack of neutrality. Our point is simply that within the context of current debates about which interpretive rules reflect congressional bargains, the CBO score has not even been mentioned.

III. DELEGATION AND DIALOGUE

Our findings on delegation likewise suggest that current theory and doctrine are focusing on the wrong cues and the wrong relationships. Our respondents viewed Congress's primary interpretive relationship as one with agencies, not with courts. Indeed, they strongly resisted one of the major premises of most current interpretive theories: namely, that Congress is in some kind of dialogue with courts—be it a principal-agent relationship, a partnership, or a rule-of-law relationship focused on shared, system-coordinating rules. Instead, they saw agencies as the everyday statutory interpreters, viewed interpretive rules as tools for agencies, too, and made no distinction, as some scholars have, between agency statutory "implementation" and agency statutory "interpretation."

We asked our respondents fifty-nine questions designed to elicit their impressions on these matters. Our inquiries ranged from questions about whether our respondents intend to delegate specific questions, like preemption questions, to courts or agencies, to questions about how the consistency of the Court's approach affects legislative behavior. The following Figure summarizes the central findings:

---

These findings have significance both for current theory and for moves away from it. As an initial matter, Chevron—the central deference doctrine—seems too court-centric. Our findings highlight the fact that Chevron, with its...
emphasis on text and legal presumptions, seems to assume that Congress is talking to the courts when Congress signals an intent to delegate. In fact, our respondents told us that Congress is communicating with agencies about delegation, and doing so utilizing internal and structural cues, like committee jurisdiction and legislative history directives, that *Chevron*’s text- and court-focused inquiry does not privilege.

At a broader level, these findings put pressure on current theories of the interbranch relationships. Even the dominant alternatives to the kind of faithful-agent/Congress-reflecting theory that our study challenges are still focused on the Court-Congress relationship. The partnership model assumes a cooperative spirit, but our respondents rejected the idea of courts as partners. The rule-of-law model assumes that shared conventions exist, but our study suggests the absence of such common ground. Even so, our respondents were surprisingly receptive to this way of coordinating with courts, but told us that current doctrine does not perform that function.

A different approach might be for the courts to move the central weight of the regime to a different interbranch relationship entirely—namely, to the Congress-agency relationship. Some scholars already have advocated that courts allocate even more interpretive authority to agencies. But our study leaves us dissatisfied with such a wholesale delegation-based solution. Instead, we would shift the focus: we emphasize not court-driven transfers of power—which our findings suggest our respondents would resist—but rather how delegation theory and doctrine might look if they were situated in the very context of how Congress and agencies communicate.

A. Agencies as Statutory Interpreters

Our drafters saw their primary interpretive relationship as one with agencies, not courts. This theme emerged first in our questions about the canons—questions that we ourselves had designed as court-centric. Many respondents volunteered those interpretive tools as tools of Congress-agency communication. Thirty-seven percent of respondents told us, without prompting, that the canons are useful specifically because they help drafters predict whether and how agencies will interpret statutes. As an example of a typical comment:

---


155. Q12; Q21; Q33; Q37-Q40; Q44b; Q48-Q49; Q57; Q59-Q61; Q64; Q67-Q69; Q73.
"If you know the agency will use these interpretive principles they matter absolutely because you want to know how they will be interpreted."\textsuperscript{156}

We are not the first to highlight "agency statutory interpretation." Jerry Mashaw and Peter Strauss did the pathbreaking work, focusing mostly on how agencies might be similar or different interpreters than courts.\textsuperscript{157} Mashaw and others also have discussed whether certain canons, including the canon of constitutional avoidance, should apply to agency statutory interpretation.\textsuperscript{158}

Our findings deepen this work. For instance, they lend support to Strauss's argument that agencies are important audiences for legislative history.\textsuperscript{159} More than 94% of our respondents said that the purpose of legislative history is to shape the way that agencies interpret statutory ambiguities (almost the exact same number said the same for courts and individuals).\textsuperscript{160} Moreover, as noted, 53% of respondents pointed out that legislative history is particularly important in the appropriations context, and 73% of that number explained that its importance derives from the fact that it directs how the appropriated money is to be spent.\textsuperscript{161}

Another nuance we add is how legislative history helps Congress mediate its relationship with agencies after statutes are enacted. Without inquiry from us, 21% of respondents volunteered that legislative history is one means of congressional oversight of agency implementation.\textsuperscript{162} The political science literature frequently focuses on congressional hearings and administrative procedures as tools of oversight,\textsuperscript{163} but it rarely discusses legislative history for that purpose. Some legal scholars have indeed suggested that postenactment legislative materials might be useful to agencies in maintaining fidelity to Congress and the President over time,\textsuperscript{164} even as courts have generally rejected those materials. Some of our respondents specifically mentioned such "subsequent legislative history," even noting that courts and agencies might view that resource

\textsuperscript{156} Q37; see Q25.
\textsuperscript{158} Mashaw, supra note 157, at 508.
\textsuperscript{159} Strauss, supra note 157, at 329-35.
\textsuperscript{160} Q60f-g.
\textsuperscript{161} Q73.
\textsuperscript{162} Q57.
\textsuperscript{164} See Mashaw, supra note 157, at 513; see also James J. Brudney, Intentionalism's Revival, 44 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 1000, 1011 (2007); Strauss, supra note 157, at 346-47.
differently: "[I]t's still important after [passage] because agencies need to know what members want or expect from the legislation";165 "Agencies might use it too, but courts won't."166

We also note that our respondents did not distinguish between how agencies and courts might use the canons, with the exception of the subsequent legislative history and appropriations legislative history already mentioned. But we did not ask our respondents about these matters, and so cannot make strong claims.

B. Interpretation as Implementation—Implications for both Agencies and Courts

Our findings also support eliminating the common theoretical distinction between statutory implementation authority and statutory interpretation authority. The Mashaw and Strauss works are on point in this context, too: both authors view the types of authority as interrelated (as Mashaw puts it: "agency interpretation is part of agency policy development"167). Other administrative law scholars have tended to treat interpretive authority as something distinct: namely, the sort of authority that may belong only to courts, based on courts’ unique attributes, such as independent judgment and stability, or the Administrative Procedure Act’s special de novo review provision for questions of law.168

We did not hear from any respondent that drafters intend to reserve interpretive authority only for courts. Nor did our respondents distinguish between interpretive authority and implementation authority. Instead, they told us that drafters often have a desire for agencies to fill textual gaps and that such gap filling includes the details of implementation, or that legislative history is useful for influencing future interpretation and contains the details of implementa-

165. Q63.
166. Id.


tion. Fourteen percent of our respondents also volunteered that statutory gaps are often necessary to keep statutes at a level of detail that is not overwhelming. But all of those respondents also told us that they expected those kinds of gaps to be filled by agencies—and they did not distinguish between the agency as interpreter or implementer in that context. We were left with the impression that our respondents would resist the notion that Congress needs to grant agencies some "extra" authority to interpret statutory ambiguities when the power to implement the statute already exists.

This finding also has implications for the judicial side of interpretation, where the same artificial divide persists, although not as explicitly. Theorists often distinguish between textual interpretation and substantive "lawmaking" (often in service of arguments about federal common lawmaking power). The Court itself has carved out a special category of statutes, so-called "common law" statutes, for which it understands itself to have a broader, law-implementing role, compared to its ostensibly narrower, law-interpreting role in ordinary statutes. As understood by our respondents, these lines are illusory.

We believe that theorists persist in drawing these distinctions because of the discomfort that most modern federal judges have with "making law" at all in the statutory context—a discomfort that was not always so. But not all statutes delegate to agencies, and judicial intervention is inevitable. The fear of "lawmaking," we think, has stifled productive thinking about what "work" it is that courts are actually doing when they interpret statutes, just as the artificial

169. Q50f; Universal Comment Code 8.
172. Cf. Margaret H. Lemos, Interpretive Methodology and Delegations to Courts: Are “Common Law Statutes” Different?, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE COMMON LAW, 89, 89-91 (Shyamkrishna Balganesh ed., 2013) (arguing that the Court’s own dividing lines for such statutes are unclear).
173. See, e.g., James McCauley Landis, Statutes and the Sources of Law, in HARVARD LEGAL ESSAYS 213, 213 (1934) (describing the "emphasis placed upon the judge as a creative artist in the making of law" as a defining feature of the time).
divide on the agency side has stifled more inquiries into agency statutory interpretation.

C. Implications for Chevron

As should be evident, our respondents’ narratives did not line up well with *Chevron* as currently constructed. But nor did their resistance to courts translate to arguments for broader delegation to or increased empowerment of agencies.

Our respondents told us that they speak to agencies in a variety of ways in addition to statutory text and that they intend to delegate with firm limitation. As discussed in the first Article, there were many kinds of questions that our respondents told us were inappropriate for agency resolution—even where statutes were left ambiguous—including major policy questions and questions involving particular subject matters. Furthermore, our drafters told us that “at the end of the day, you lay out the policy issues from which the agency crafts regs, but you don’t want to create open-ended authority.”

These findings suggest that the Court has the right idea insofar as it has tried to narrow *Chevron* from applying wherever ambiguity exists to only when it is most likely that Congress actually intended to delegate. At the same time, they suggest that *Chevron’s* Step One is far more textualist than the way in which our respondents described how Congress communicates with agencies. Relatedly, courts applying *Chevron* appear to view Step One’s tools—like canons and legislative history—as judicial resources, rather than resources that Congress first and foremost may intend as cues for agencies.

Our respondents told us that Congress uses structural signals, like committee jurisdiction, to tell agencies when and to whom it intends to delegate. Indeed, they suggested that the link between delegation and oversight on which *Chevron* depends may be much more specific than the doctrine acknowledges—i.e., it may exist only when the committee with jurisdiction over the subject matter also oversees the implementing agency. Jurisdiction currently plays no role in the *Chevron* inquiry.

Congress also uses legislative history to communicate with agencies, but in ways that escape current doctrine. It is not that legislative history has been ignored by the Court in the *Chevron* context; the Court remains divided over its use in Step One as a tool for discerning ambiguity (just as it remains divided over the use of legislative history in general). But that debate seems misdirected. If drafters use legislative history to speak to agencies, then the current use of legislative history in Step One—as an aid to judges in determining textu-

---

175. Gluck & Bressman, *supra* note 1, at 1002-05.
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al clarity—may be too limited. The presence of instructions to agencies in the legislative history itself seems to be its own good signal of delegation, separate from textual ambiguity. Nor has there been much discussion of legislative history at Step Two, in which courts consider whether agencies have engaged in reasoned decisionmaking. But if legislative history contains instructions to agencies, then whether agencies comply with those instructions ought to bear on the reasonableness of their interpretations. Here, again, however, distinguishing between reliable legislative history, like consensus-based committee reports, and less reliable legislative history, like individual floor statements, would be essential.

There has been a related battle over whether various canons of interpretation belong in Step One or Step Two. But, likewise, the real question seems to be which canons Congress—and the agencies it is talking to—knows in the first place.

Some judges, particularly textualists, might resist this more contextual, agency-focused approach to interpretive deference. But the Court itself has given us a reason to adopt it. In *Mead*, the Court made clear that *Chevron* turns on congressional intent, so how Congress signals that intent should matter. Kenneth Bamberger and Peter Strauss have both argued that the Court’s recent approach to deference correctly views judicial interpretation of ambiguous text as “provisional precedent”—a preliminary interpretation that may be displaced by a later agency view. They have also compared this court-to-agency power transfer to *Erie*’s famous transfer of interpretive authority from federal to state courts. But as one of us has previously argued, under *Erie*, when federal courts provisionally decide state law, they must use the same principles that a state court would. Our respondents’ narratives make the same case for the Court’s approach to *Chevron*, suggesting that courts should use the same interpretive principles that agencies would, because Congress is sending its delegation signals to agencies, not to courts. This view, moreover, addresses at least


183. Abbe R. Gluck, Intersystemic Statutory Interpretation: Methodology as “Law” and the Erie Doctrine, 120 YALE L.J. 1898, 1901, 1924-60 (2011); cf. id. (illustrating, however, that federal courts do not always apply state interpretive principles).
part of the paradox that Jerry Mashaw has observed in Chevron’s current use of court-centric tools to find delegation to agencies that likely will apply different interpretive rules.\textsuperscript{184}

Of course, this means that courts must better understand how Congress communicates with agencies. We do not know, for example, which canons agencies know, and we cannot verify what many scholars have suggested about agencies’ superior competence to utilize legislative history. We also do not know how some of the other structural influences that we have identified affect agency implementation. For example, do agencies take the type of statute into account more than courts and so discount legislative history in omnibus vehicles? We wonder also how agency decisions relating to delegation change depending on the type of staff involved. For instance, personal staff are unlikely to approach drafting with the same focus on agency oversight as committee staff whose job it is to oversee the agencies themselves. Do statutes drafted by personal staff receive less agency input and delegate less frequently to them? With respect to unorthodox lawmaking, does the fact that leadership, rather than committees, manages those statutes reduce or increase the agency’s role in the drafting process?\textsuperscript{185}

We cannot offer answers to these questions, because we did not inquire about them and did not interview agency staff. What we can say is that Chevron, in its current form, displaces the idea of a Congress-agency conversation in favor of a court-centric approach that utilizes interpretive presumptions unknown to some drafters and ignores other signals that some drafters do employ. It also seems clear that the conversation on “agency statutory interpretation”\textsuperscript{186} has only just begun.

D. No Partnership with the Courts

Our respondents painted almost the opposite picture of Congress’s interpretive relationship with courts. They viewed courts, at best, as interpreters of “last resort”—or worse, as interpreters whom Congress does not even think about or whose input was unwelcome. At the same time, our respondents told us that a shared interpretive language between the branches was desirable, but they blamed the courts for the lack of common rules.

\textsuperscript{184} Mashaw, \textit{supra} note 157, at 537-38.

\textsuperscript{185} Cf. \textit{Sinclair}, \textit{supra} note 108, at 111 (arguing that the rise of unorthodox lawmaking has increased the strength of the President relative to committees).

\textsuperscript{186} Mashaw, \textit{supra} note 157, at 501; see Strauss, \textit{supra} note 157, at 342.
1. "Congress never wants courts to decide"

Only 39% of our respondents said that drafters leave gaps in statutes out of a desire for courts to fill them, compared to 91% for agencies.187 Seventeen percent of respondents volunteered at various points in the survey that drafters do not even think about courts when drafting; and 23% of respondents volunteered that drafters affirmatively prefer that courts not interpret their statutes at all.188

Some of these comments were expressed through a preference for agency over judicial interpretation. For example: “The desire is more for the administration to fill the gap. If a court fills the gap, we’re probably in trouble.”189 But other times, the comments were directed at courts alone. For example, in response to questions about whether drafters were ever deliberately ambiguous about preemption, numerous respondents offered answers of this order: “Saying the courts will just figure it out, I’ve never really seen that”;190 “The last thing we want is for courts to decide what your law means.”191

We again acknowledge the potential bias of our respondents. As counsels for committees that typically oversee agencies, they may disproportionately prefer agency to judicial interpretation more than other staffers. Of the 39% of respondents who did say they leave ambiguities for courts to fill, it may not be surprising that most worked for entities without an oversight responsibility: 40% were Legislative Counsels, 23% were from Judiciary (which oversees the Department of Justice, a part of the executive branch that does not receive interpretive deference),192 and 10% were drawn from other committees, like the Rules Committee, that do not oversee agencies.193

2. "It’s a dance as long as we all know the steps"194

At the same time, 20% of our respondents volunteered the importance of courts and Congress being on the “the same page.” That is, their resistance to judicial interpretation was not also a resistance to interbranch dialogue.

The vast majority of our respondents told us that utility of the canons was directly related to how consistently courts apply them. They told us, “it’s more
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an issue of providing some basis for a more consistent feedback loop between courts and Congress.” Seventy-three percent explained that the ideal number of canons was “about the same” as the current number or “didn’t matter” as long as their application is predictable. Typical comments included: “They should simply be followed! . . . One problem is the perception that the Court is selective in application rather than objective in application.”

In total, 81% of our respondents said that it would or does affect the way they draft if they knew that the Court applies certain interpretive rules consistently. Thirty percent specifically accused the courts of inconsistency or being result-oriented. For example: “If I believed the Court wasn’t political, and had rules for 200 years, I would try to write statutes that complied with those rules”; “If [the rules] were enduring, not just product of a 5-4 court.” Seven percent of respondents invoked Karl Llewellyn’s famous article on the malleability of the canons.

3. Consistent rules do not have to reflect how Congress drafts

Finally, we were surprised by some respondents’ suggestions—without mention of the topic from us—that the canons might have value as systemic coordinating devices even if they cannot be grounded in anything resembling the legislative process. Fifteen percent of respondents emphasized that “the idea there is an intent of Congress is crazy,” but still urged judicial consistency in interpretation for rule-of-law reasons. In response to our question whether the canons help courts to effectuate congressional intent, many offered answers such as: “I’m not sure how to know congressional intent but [the canons] are helpful to create a systematic way to establish what courts will use.”

* * *

This series of findings is potentially big news for dialogue-based theories of interpretation. Understanding Congress as being in primary dialogue with agencies rather than with courts offers not only another normative—and democratically legitimate—justification for Chevron deference, but also powerful
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support to the idea that courts should interpret statutes in the context of that central agency-Congress relationship and in ways that facilitate that relationship. It also makes us wonder which, if any, interpretive conventions are actually shared among all three branches. A number of respondents specifically mentioned agencies, too, when talking about consistent interpretive rules. For example, “All I want is clear rules—I don’t need a million but I want to know in advance how the statute will be interpreted first by agency, then by court.”

At the same time, great swaths of modern interpretive theory rely on the notion—which our respondents rejected—that Congress tends to delegate at least in some measure to courts. The most explicit instance of this assumption about delegation to courts exists in the common law statutes context, discussed above. But other interpretive theories implicitly rest on similar assumptions. Justice Breyer, for example, has written that the Court’s role is to “help Congress better accomplish its own legislative work.” Judge Posner argues that “[v]ague . . . statutory provisions are translated into broad rules by the . . . courts.” Broad purposivists—including Judge Calabresi and William Eskridge—have similarly advanced arguments that depend on the judicial branch’s willingness to update, extend, and sometimes even retire statutes. Even John Manning, the most prominent academic textualist, has argued that Congress “signals” how much interpretive discretion it wishes to leave to courts by the open-endedness of the language that it uses, an approach that he views on a “parallel track” with the Chevron delegation doctrine. And interpreters have debated for decades, as a matter of general statutory interpretation theory, how much of a “partner” in Congress’s work courts should be.

Our respondents rejected that kind of judicial help. This does not mean that they rejected the idea of a courts-Congress relationship. Indeed, our respondents’ assertions that consistently applied interpretive rules could, in fact, coordinate interbranch behavior is a different kind of finding that should not be overlooked. Many legislation theorists have long claimed that Congress has neither the desire nor the ability to coordinate with courts. Our study is the first to offer some evidence to the contrary. The first Article relayed findings about a few canons that indeed are getting through to some drafters—our re-
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spondents told us they use those rules precisely because they know courts use them. The findings in this Part suggest the possibility that drafters might welcome even more coordinating rules—perhaps especially when agencies are not in the picture. But our respondents drew a distinction between coordinating rules and the idea of judges as interpretive "partners," even implying that one attraction of shared interpretive conventions is that they would limit judicial discretion.

A different question is whether it matters what Congress wants. It is another question why, even if shared conventions are the goal, our drafters put the full onus on the courts to establish them. And yet a third question is whether, given the fragmentation that we described in Part II, any set of interpretive conventions could be sufficiently incorporated and standardized across Congress in the first place. We turn to these and other theoretical and doctrinal implications of our study in the next and final Part.

IV. THEORETICAL AND DOCTRINAL IMPLICATIONS

Our findings have implications not only for what the doctrines should look like but also for what theory of the judicial role should underlie them in the first place. The study has particularly profound implications for those who wish to retain the theoretical structure of the current regime—under which the stated goals of interpretive rules have been to reflect or to affect how Congress drafts and interbranch communication is assumed. We have exposed a significant mismatch between the Court's doctrines and Congress's practices that, at a minimum, should change the way any theorist who wishes to reflect Congress reads a case. More fundamentally, the variety that we uncovered reveals that any such theory, at best, can be only partially complete.

Our findings pose different challenges for interpretive theories less trained on the intricacies of congressional practice, although such theories may be liberated from the complexity of the details that we uncovered. For example, a rule-of-law approach—one that aims for clear rules to coordinate systemic behavior—depends on communication and consistency of practice from both branches that we have found utterly lacking. A broadly purposive or partnership model—one that views judges as pragmatic partners who sometimes must go beyond the statutory text to effectuate a statute's broader purposes or evolving norms—may raise concerns about democratic legitimacy if Congress does not welcome the assistance or does not do its share as a "responsible partner" in the dialogue.

As a practical matter, we think courts are unlikely to abandon the most common version of the faithful-agent model—that the doctrines should reflect

210. Id. at 906-07, 949 (calling Chevron and the federalism canons "feedback canons"); id. at 959-89 (discussing feedback canons).
Congress and that judges should assume Congress drafts in the shadow of those rules—even though it will be impossible to fully effectuate. The pull of this faithful-agent premise derives from the persistent discomfort that judges have with admitting to “lawmaking” in the statutory context, a distinctly modern sensibility that we do not see vanishing anytime soon (although we think it is overstated). But if a move toward a more reflective interpretive regime is the goal, such a move will require a departure from the operative assumption that one set of interpretive rules can apply to all kinds of statutes. This departure would not be as novel as it may seem: as we shall illustrate, the Court already appears to be trending toward circumstance-specific “interpretive tailoring,” even if it has not explicitly acknowledged it.

We address these matters as they relate to Congress, too. Scholars and judges focus almost exclusively on how courts should fashion doctrine, but not on whether that answer turns on how Congress itself acts. If Congress is not a responsible partner, can courts be faulted for their efforts to translate congressional practice as best they can—even if the result is an overly legalistic, sometimes inconsistent, set of rules poorly matched with congressional practice?

Stated differently, given that a constitutional vision compels, or at a minimum legitimizes, each of the main theories’ visions of how courts should exercise their interpretive responsibilities, why has that conceptualization not been extended, at least as a matter of theory, to Congress’s side of the equation? We question whether courts could formally enforce such a congressional obligation, but we do think there are some efforts Congress itself could attempt, be it coordinating or standardizing some drafting practices or changing other internal drafting norms, to respond to courts’ assumptions.

At the same time, we have serious doubts about whether courts really want the dialogue at all, despite the ubiquity of assertions that dialogue forms the basis of—and lends democratic credibility to—the dominant theories. As Deborah Widiss has illustrated, courts often fail to listen when Congress does “speak” through legislative overrides, and there is judicial resistance to the notion
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that Congress could tell the courts what interpretive canons it should follow.\textsuperscript{215} Are these simply instances of judges trying to retain some power for courts in the Age of Statutes? Or do they evince some deeper uncertainty about what interpretive doctrine is, how it is created, and who has the power to change it?

This final Part offers our preliminary intuitions on these matters. Our goal is not to leave the reader dispirited. Rather, we wish to stimulate more honest and explicit consideration of what interpretive doctrine is supposed to do and where it comes from. Our goal is also to offer a set of alternative frameworks for analyzing the real-world details we have uncovered, at the same time acknowledging that we leave much for future work. As one important example, there is an overarching question about the value of empirics that we do not attempt to answer and that has not yet been deeply explored even in the empirical legal studies literature; that is, how valuable can such work be to legal theories ostensibly grounded in actual practice when much of what is uncovered is too complex or otherwise impossible for doctrine to absorb? For instance, courts obviously will not be able to incorporate the information about individual staff reputations that our respondents told us affect how they interpret statutes. Does that mean the rest of the game is not worth the candle?

A. Directions for the Courts

Putting aside for the moment any assistance that Congress could offer, in this Subpart we offer three possible theoretical responses to our findings for courts. First, we work from within the confines of the current regime, because as a practical matter we do not believe that a more fundamental theoretical change will happen overnight. We offer some low-hanging doctrinal fruit—in the form of a new focus on the structural and process-related cues that we have identified—that could better accomplish the stated goals of both textualism and purposivism. But then we move to alternatives and explore both a rule-of-law approach and a broader conceptualization of purposivism as responses to the difficulty of the task of having interpretive rules fully grounded in the details of congressional dealmaking.

1. For the current paradigm: a reorientation around structural and process-related influences

We begin with improvements for the current regime. Our findings about interstaff differences make clear that any set of interpretive doctrines based on how Congress now works, or what Congress now knows, will entail an unavoidable choice about which staffers or features of the drafting process the theory is going to privilege. This is a choice that courts are already making—we have shown that current doctrine privileges the lawyerly perspectives of the court- and text-focused Legislative Counsels—but not at a conscious level.

We would suggest a different choice, focusing instead on the structural cues that our respondents identified, including committee-related signals, agency relationships, type of statute, the path through Congress, and the CBO score. We defend this choice for reasons similar to those underlying our decision to focus on committee staff in our survey design in the first place: the centrality of those structural features to the actual policymaking decisions made by members and high-level staff.216 We read current textualists and purposivists alike as purportedly focused on those same decisions—textualists contend their approach best reflects legislative bargains; purposivists argue theirs captures congressional intent—but a canons-based approach, or one that eschews anything external to the text, does not seem to be the way to get there.

We recognize the limitations of our findings. More study is needed of other types of staff and elected members to determine whether our committee-focused account is generalizable. So, too, more research is needed into the role of committees themselves and the particulars of their relationships with Congress as a whole. For present purposes, however, we take some comfort in the lopsided nature of many of our findings (46 questions had more than 70% of respondents agreeing on a particular answer choice, and 25 had more than 90%)217 and the fact that the accounts offered by our Legislative Counsel respondents did not differ, on most matters, from the accounts offered by our committee staff.

a. Committee jurisdiction, type of statute, process, and the CBO—some examples

Let us now consider how some of the structural and process-related features we have identified might be incorporated into an interpretive approach

216. See STANDING RULES OF THE SENATE, supra note 128, R. XXVI, at (8)(a) (describing central legislating role of committees in the House); OLESZEK, supra note 93, at 88; Methods Appendix, supra note 3, at 3. See generally FENNO, supra note 55; DAVID C. KING, TURF WARS: HOW CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES CLAIM JURISDICTION (1997); KREHBIEL, supra note 83.

217. See Methods Appendix, supra note 3, at 19.
that is still relatively formalist and within the bounds of judicial competence. With respect to committees, for example, courts might apply a presumption that ambiguities in statutes should be construed to retain jurisdiction with the drafting committee. Courts also might reject consistent-usage presumptions if statutory sections were drafted by multiple committees.

As one example of how a familiar decision might have been affected by such a committee-focused approach, consider *West Virginia University Hospitals, Inc. v. Casey*, in which the Court cited forty-one different statutes that contained fee-shifting provisions to infer an intentional omission of fees in a civil rights statute—without recognizing that only four of the other statutes cited came from the same committee (Judiciary), and that the others (including the four most recent, on which the Court placed special weight) were drawn from twenty-one different committees that likely never communicated with Judiciary. 218

Courts similarly could incorporate the salience of committee jurisdiction into *Chevron-Mead*. Our respondents told us that the assumptions about delegation and oversight that justify *Chevron* are particular to the committee-agency relationship and that that relationship is an active and interpretive one. We take these comments as suggestions not only that presumptions of delegation should be stronger where the agency in question is overseen by the drafting committee, but also that courts seeking evidence of delegation should use the signals that committees themselves use to communicate with agencies.

Here, another well-known case, *Gonzales v. Oregon*—in which the Court rejected the Attorney General’s interpretation of the Controlled Substances Act as criminalizing physician-assisted suicide—offers an example. 219 The interpretive difficulties with which the Court grappled in concluding that the decision should lie with the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) 220 might have been resolved much more simply had the Court realized that: (1) the provision in question was drafted by the committee with jurisdiction over the predecessor agency to HHS; and (2) Congress utilized one of the special linguistic signaling conventions that we uncovered in the first Article (“agency X, in consultation with Y”) 221 to make clear which agency should take the lead (“agency X,” there, HHS). 222

---
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Legislative process-related interpretive presumptions also seem ready for the taking. Omnibus, appropriations, and single-subject statutes are not alike, nor are their legislative histories. Consistent usage presumptions might be discarded for omnibus statutes, and courts might discount the value (or absence) of omnibus history and pay more attention to appropriations history. Courts might consider whether statutes went through committee or other stages of the "textbook" process before imputing too much intent to apparent errors, or to the presence or absence of legislative history. And we believe that construing legislation consistently with the CBO score could help courts reflect congressional expectations in resolving disputes that implicate the score, given the centrality of those calculations.\(^2\)

Indulge us two more examples from familiar cases. In one of the most famous statutory interpretation cases involving an appropriations statute, Tennessee Valley Authority v. Hill, the Court relied on the fact that the relevant explanatory information—preserving the $100-million Tellico Dam project—was in the legislative history rather than in the text as a reason to disregard it.\(^2\)\(^4\) The Court was unaware, or did not wish to acknowledge, that appropriations bills generally contain mere financial layouts, with all of the substantive direction placed in the legislative history.\(^2\)

And with respect to our suggested "CBO canon" and unorthodox lawmaking, litigation is currently pending over whether certain tax subsidies were intended under some especially sloppy sections of the health reform statute. The answer significantly affects the budgetary impact of the law. Given the centrality of the CBO score to the drafting of that statute, construing the statutory ambiguity consistently with the assumed score—as opposed to focusing on possible errors in the text (which, recall, our respondents told us no one had the chance to fix because of the statute’s unpredictable legislative path), seems an obvious, and more easily ascertainable, way for a court to reflect the legislative bargain.\(^2\)\(^5\)

There are qualifications, of course. We recognize that some structural and procedural features would be more accessible to courts than others. Selective application of, for example, federalism canons only to committees engaged with federalism would no doubt be more difficult than disregarding presumptions of consistent usage where multiple committees are involved or giving legislative history different weight depending on whether an omnibus statute (less) or an appropriations statute (more) is under consideration. It is for that reason

\(^2\)23. See Nourse, supra note 120, at 133 (illustrating that congressional rules require this practice).
we have emphasized the most transparent structural and process features at the expense of the more subjective factors that our respondents also told us play a role—choices that necessarily make our suggestions only an improvement upon, not a “cure” for, the faithful-agent problem. We also have not suggested differentiations based on the type of staffer, even though those interstaff differences were major findings of our study. We have doubts about the feasibility of different interpretive presumptions for statutes drafted by different types of staff. Intriguingly, courts do make such distinctions with respect to contract interpretation—namely, between sophisticated and unsophisticated parties, but there are many more categories of different drafters in Congress, and identifying them is not always possible.

Nor should our findings about staffers’ knowledge and use of the current canons, even if generalizable, be understood as the final word. As the first Article described, our respondents who had taken a legislation course in law school were more familiar with many of these rules, and so advances in legal education could change the baseline. So too, factors like the particulars of committee personal relationships with agencies undoubtedly will change over time. Any empirically grounded theory of interpretation will face this problem of keeping up with changing circumstances (which itself may be another strike against such theories). The structural and process-based factors on which we focus, however, are long ingrained in congressional practice and are not likely to change without courts or litigants noticing—if they are looking. Further, we recognize that there may be normative reasons to reject doctrines that emphasize factors like committees, unorthodox lawmaking, and the CBO, perhaps for the reason that those factors already have disproportionate influence inside Congress, in ways that may undermine democracy. Such concerns, however, implicate a different set of justifications for the judicial role in statutory interpretation—justifications based on using legal doctrine to improve upon, not merely reflect, the legislative process. As we illustrated in the first Article, federal courts have been loath to openly embrace that role, and part of our goal here is to encourage more explicit acknowledgement by courts of such motivations, if they are actually driving judicial practice.

We also would reduce the canon clutter by eliminating the most extinction-worthy ones. In addition to presumptions of consistent usage, as we argued in the first Article, the rule against superfluities, dictionary use, clear statement

---
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rules, reliance on certain types of legislative history, and some of the administrative deference doctrines seem ripe for elimination if a drafting-based model is the goal. It does not seem a coincidence that a forthcoming study of congressional overrides by Matthew Christiansen and William Eskridge finds that the Court’s statutory interpretation decisions most likely to be overridden are those that rely on the consistent usage presumptions that our respondents rejected.\textsuperscript{228} This kind of emphasis on structure, rather than on text, also would at least partially address the disconnect between text and policymaking, and between Legislative Counsel and other staff, that our study revealed.\textsuperscript{229}

Finally, it is not our claim that the structural presumptions we introduce will always be able to resolve the kinds of narrow textual disputes often at the center of the courts’ attention. Part of our effort is to push courts back to a broader vantage point. But even in the context of such disputes, the factors we identified should have persuasive power at least to rule out certain arguments. For example, without countervailing evidence, we would give little import to the absence of confirmatory legislative history in omnibus bills, or to the use of similar or different terms in unrelated statutes, or to claims of delegation to one agency when another was within the jurisdiction of the drafting committee.

i. Limitations and implications for textualism and purposivism

Even these incomplete amendments are advances on what textualists and purposivists are doing now—and ones that we believe to be consistent with the stated aims of both theories. Textualists see as their goal the judicial “decod[ing of] legislative instructions”\textsuperscript{230} and emphasize a formalist approach in the face of the difficulties of discerning legislative intent. Textualism has trained all of its focus on one particular type of formalism—the vote on statutory text—and there are democratic legitimacy reasons (the vote) for doing so. But textualists also claim that their theory’s democratic legitimacy rests on how well it effectuates the legislative bargain, and our study calls into question the conclusion that text is always the best evidence of the deal. The structural and process features that we have emphasized are clear, publicly observable criteria consistent with a formalist approach that may help to better effectuate textualism’s goals.

Those textualists who instead argue that fair notice to the public justifies the theory might fare better. But we note the complete absence of empirical


\textsuperscript{229} We also recognize that our focus on committee counsels is a limitation. We cannot know whether personal staff would leave us with the same impressions, but all of the elected members for whom personal staff work do sit on committees.
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work substantiating the idea that average citizens interpret language in accordance with the canons. We have suspicions that many would suffer a similar fate as those in our study (although we would not expect the public to be aware of the structural influences we identified either). Does the average citizen not repeat herself for emphasis or to “cover all the bases”—our respondents’ reasons for rejecting the rule against superfluities? Does the average citizen focus on grammatical rules, such as the “concessive subordinate clause,” as one of the Court’s recent decisions did, or the policy presumptions that even our lawyer-drafters did not know?

Purposivism is a more complex case, because the theory has more permutations. As a general matter, most purposivists today begin with text but also aim to use contextual evidence to discern congressional intent. Our study reveals how short purposivism falls of those goals, as most purposivist interpreters use few of the contextual signals that our respondents identified. Indeed, the purposivists on the Court (like the other Justices) have displayed a surprising unawareness of even simple contextual details about the tools they do use—like how conference reports are produced. (Consider that the composition of the Court has not included a former member of Congress since Justice Black retired in 1971.)

But there is wide variety in what else animates purposivist theory. On the narrowest version of the textualism-versus-purposivism debate, the question is simply which tools best effectuate the shared goal of discerning textual meaning. The fight over legislative history use has been the most contentious, but the premise of the two theories is often shared: both assume that there is some way for legal doctrine to reflect the congressional bargain. We attribute this shared premise to Justice Scalia’s influence: textualism has been remarkably successful in constricting the terms of the interpretive debate to this narrow question—a success evident in the focus of so many recent Court cases on the meaning of individual statutory terms.  
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But there is a broader version of purposivism—which some might call a "partnership" theory—that diverges from this shared premise, moves away from a deal-specific focus, and sees the courts in the broader role of interpreting statutes to engage their overarching objectives. The kind of "pragmatism" or "realism" espoused by judges like Richard Posner is a first cousin of this vision, and it has an established tradition in the legal process movement of earlier decades. That manifestation of purposivism offers a different kind of response to the "half a loaf" problem that emerges from the improvements we offer to the current, faithful-agent regime: it does not depend on—and perhaps even rejects—the idea that interpretive doctrine can or should focus on specific congressional transactions. Instead, this broader purposivism accepts the necessity of an enlarged model of judicial power as an appropriate and necessary response to the problem of the sausage factory. This broader approach, however, has been generally justified as democratically legitimate on the ground that Congress is in the game too—i.e., that Congress is a responsible partner in the endeavor.

Our findings confound the theoretical assumptions of each of these interpretive models if (and this is a big if) it matters what Congress wants. Our respondents were not textualists. Eighty-one out of 103 respondents told us that they did not think that courts, when they must interpret statutes, should consider text alone (although eight of these emphasized that text must come first). Half of those respondents worked for Republicans, and so the answer cannot be attributed to politics, even though in the judicial realm the division between textualists and purposivists is often politicized. Indeed, there also was wide agreement—across 92% of respondents—that legislative history should be considered in addition to (but well ahead of) the other canons.

But nor, as we have detailed, did our respondents embrace the model of courts as delegates or partners, in the broad purposivist sense. In the end, we
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were left with the impression that our respondents preferred some combination of textualist and purposivist values—a constrained, consistent judicial approach that was more contextual than either theory currently is.

ii. A defense of the current approach as a “best effort” without Congress’s help

A different way to understand our findings in the context of the current paradigm is to see what is often taken as judicial interpretive inconsistency as, instead, the courts trying to do the best they can in the face of the kind of complexity we have identified, and in the absence of direction from Congress. William Eskridge and Phillip Frickey argued decades ago that the Court’s interpretive approach is properly understood as a multifactored one that allows judges to give different considerations varied weight depending on the context, and Todd Rakoff recently offered a similar conceptualization. Without help from Congress, courts might be understood already to be engaged in an effort to tack between different contextual considerations, just as our respondents suggested.

Seen in this light, our findings offer friendly amendments to the eclectic factors that Eskridge and Frickey, among others, identify as already utilized by the courts. Our findings not only suggest some additions (e.g., committee jurisdiction) and subtractions (e.g., a good number of the canons), but also might inform how such eclectic theorists weigh other factors, like text and legislative history, that they already consider. Perhaps one cannot fault the courts for being law-centric or inconsistent in these efforts at translation if they must go it on their own. But if courts are going to continue to insist that these efforts are an attempt to reflect congressional practice, our study offers evidence of a better set of cues.

2. Alternatives to a Congress-reflecting approach

In the alternative, courts could put the goal of mirroring congressional decisionmaking to the side. The broader purposivism that we have discussed is one version of such a response to the legislative complexity we have uncovered, although it is not usually conceptualized as a theory shorn of congressional engagement. Another is a rule-of-law approach—a set of clear rules designed to advance values such as coordination, reliance, and notice—rather than rules that necessarily reflect how Congress drafts. Still another response might be for
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courts to transfer authority to different actors who are in a better position to communicate with Congress or understand Congress's internal cues. Each of these alternatives might be responsive both to our findings and to the long-appreciated difficulties of discerning collective legislative intent—difficulties that our findings make even more apparent.

a. Rule of law

The dominant theories each espouse rule-of-law values—textualists, in particular, argue that their theory advances legal coherence, fair notice, and predictability. But both textualists and purposivists still connect the rule-of-law features of their theories to Congress. Textualists, for example, argue that the linguistic presumptions both reflect how Congress drafts and also serve rule-of-law values. Our study breaks that link, and so forces consideration of a rule-of-law approach at least partially divorced from congressional practice.

We foresee an uphill battle in getting substantial support for such an approach. It all comes back to the question—and fear—of exercising independent judicial power. Acknowledging interpretive doctrine as judicial creations, rather than as reflections of Congress, means acknowledging a lawmaking role for courts with which many are uncomfortable. Modern federal judges tend to resist the idea of making any kind of "federal common law" and their concerns are generally heightened in the statutory context, where legislative supremacy looms large.

We do not share the concern with this kind of judicial lawmaking, but in any event we question whether a set of doctrines that aims, but fails, to reflect congressional practice really has superior democratic bona fides over a set of doctrines that makes no such reflective claims and instead advances the different, but still democratically important, goals of a rule-of-law regime. Moreover, textualism, as currently applied—because its doctrines cannot entirely be derived from Congress—is already a form of judge-made law, even though it is not acknowledged as such. We also believe that a set of interpretive rules, even if divorced from congressional practice, could gain democratic legitimacy if they were conventions that gave notice to Congress and of which Congress became aware.

Another challenge for the rule-of-law model is that, in practice, the Court has not been particularly preoccupied with those values despite its stated fideli-
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ty to them. Justice Scalia has argued that "[w]hat is of paramount importance is that Congress be able to legislate against a background of clear interpretive rules," but none of the Justices applies the canons consistently enough—as our respondents emphasized—for congressional drafters to think that drafting in their shadow would make a difference. Nor does the Court give its decisions about interpretive methodology stare decisis effect, a distinction from other legal decisionmaking regimes that contributes to the instability of the Court’s interpretive approach.

Our findings add more wrinkles, because the deep fragmentation that we uncovered raises the possibility that even consistent judicial doctrines are unlikely to affect congressional drafting behavior. Faced with this problem, courts might abandon the fantasy of coordinating with Congress altogether, and focus instead on other systemic actors. Here too, current theoretical models are shallow. As elaborated in the first Article, textualists have described the audience for interpretive doctrine as, variously, lawyers, members, legislative staff, and the public—and have assumed courts can speak to all at once. A few purposivists have addressed the audience question, but not generally in ways that speak to which specific canons should be deployed.

Scholars focusing more generally on questions about how to strike the right balance between simplicity and complexity, and rules and standards, in legal doctrine have emphasized the importance of this audience question. The tradeoff between realism and doctrinal complexity—as well as decisions about what interpretive assumptions make sense—will differ depending on whether the intended audience for doctrine is lawyers, nonlawyer staffers, agencies, or the everyday public. Any interpretive regime intent on coordinating systemic behavior needs to be clearer about who exactly it is coordinating.

Even in the face of these obstacles, our study offers some reasons to consider a rule-of-law regime. Our findings offer support for the long-held idea of the “law/politics” divide and the notion that courts and Congress may never

---
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be able to speak the same language. We saw this divide not only in our drafters’ comments to this effect but also in how apoliticized interpretive methodology seems in the minds of our respondents. We saw almost no statistically significant differences across the 171 questions in our survey between respondents working for Democrats and those working for Republicans. This is not to say that our respondents did not discuss politics. To the contrary, politics was often foremost in their comments, but it was politics in its raw form—not politics mediated through methodology, as seems to be the case for courts, likely because courts cannot comfortably engage in politics directly. If this divide is unbridgeable, consistently applied and loudly communicated principles of interpretation may best be justified not on the ground of how well they capture congressional practice, but on the ground that some common language is necessary for the branches to interact.

b. Transferring authority to agencies

Finally, some scholars have suggested that courts respond to this divide by transferring more interpretive authority to agencies. Most provocatively, both William Eskridge and Adrian Vermeule have suggested that courts largely let agencies take over: these suggestions find their bases in arguments ranging from relative competence and efficiency to democracy-focused arguments that agencies are more responsive to Congress and are Congress’s preferred interpreters. Vermeule also emphasizes that this agency-default preferred interpreters offers a much clearer and simpler legal framework than the current interpretive regime.

Our findings support the intuitions about the centrality of the Congress-agency relationship. Nor do we quarrel with many of the competence and efficiency arguments for agency interpretation—although our study does point to the conclusion that agency competence depends on which agency, and which subject, is at issue. But to the extent these arguments are based on the different democratic value of congressional intent—the value the Court has most strongly embraced—our study suggests that this kind of presumptive allocation may not be the answer. Our respondents resisted the idea of broader delegations to agencies, emphasized the limitations that Congress puts on delegation, and even would have narrowed some of the deference doctrines currently in deployment. Our respondents also would likely resist transfers of authority to agencies that their committees do not oversee. Our impression was that our respondents want to be in control not only of the scope of the delegation but of the decision to delegate itself. A judicially imposed transfer of power would be
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inconsistent with that understanding, and so might raise democracy concerns, especially if one views the delegation decision as one that is Congress’s to make.

Instead, our findings show more support for the conclusion that courts should focus on facilitating those relationships with agencies that Congress itself initiates. The Court has indeed moved recently toward an approach that gives more weight to an agency’s own interpretation of the scope of its authority, but that deference still is triggered by textual clarity rather than by the signals that Congress actually uses to communicate with agencies and may go too far to the extent it relinquishes judicial power over those questions.254 Instead, courts might attempt to better understand those signals as part of the judicial role (which we believe should continue) in determining the scope of the delegation. Scholars have variously described this as an “umpireal” role for courts or a role for courts in defining the “space” or “zone” of delegation;255 we add to that account an argument that judges in that role should focus on different cues.

Having already offered numerous examples of the Congress-agency cues that courts have overlooked, we leave this discussion with just one more, from the tax context. The “Blue Book”—an explanation of the tax laws written by the staff of Congress’s Joint Committee on Taxation—is widely used by the Treasury Department in statutory interpretation: one can easily find regulations citing the Blue Book as a reason for the agency’s particular construction of a provision.256 Courts, on the other hand, have discounted the Blue Book as “subsequent legislative history,” and hence an unreliable interpretive tool, even when urged to rely on it by the government itself.257
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B. Congress’s Share

Congress certainly could be a more responsible principal, partner, or system co-coordinator than it is right now. There was a “passing the buck” feel to virtually all of our respondents’ comments about Congress’s obligations; they repeatedly told us that they expect others to handle the coordination with courts. At the same time, they were not comfortable with the disconnect between judicial and congressional practice—but did not seem incentivized to act on it.

For example, most of our drafters told us that it was the job of Legislative Counsel and the Judiciary Committee to know the canons, and they assumed superior doctrinal knowledge on the part of those players. However, our findings did not corroborate this assumed doctrinal expertise. Typical comments included: (from a Judiciary staffer) “we probably consider the canons more than other committees on Judiciary”,258 or (from a non-Judiciary staffer) “Leg. Counsel are good and they raise the [canons] issue if there is one—we aren’t the Judiciary Committee.”259 On this view, there is a basic accountability problem: drafters understand the importance of coordinating but are mistaken that someone else is getting the job done.

Even assuming these experts could be better educated, there are bigger obstacles to Congress’s ability to communicate with courts—apart from the basic fact that elected members and congressional staff have more pressing matters at the forefront of their thinking. One major concern is the decreased ability of Congress to override judicial statutory interpretation cases. The possibility of an override has always been understood as the ultimate safeguard against judicial misinterpretation and is what some scholars have argued lends democratic legitimacy to interpretive theories that go beyond reflecting narrow legislative deals—including the broad purposivist vision that we detailed above.260 New empirical work reveals that increased gridlock and polarization have dramatically reduced Congress’s ability to speak to courts in this way.261

Overrides, of course, are an ex post remedy—they do little, from a rule-of-law perspective, to coordinate systemic behavior in advance, and they are a costly and combative way of conducting an ongoing interbranch conversation.262 Noted jurists for years have suggested other mechanisms of dialogue, but most have likewise been ex post remedies, such as new offices focused on
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bringing judicial decisions to congressional attention.\textsuperscript{263} Even those who have suggested ex ante remedies have mostly conceptualized those ideas as aids to the judicial effort rather than as independent arguments about Congress's own obligations. We focus here instead on those ex ante obligations.

1. \textit{Coordination and standardization through leadership}

More internal coordination of congressional drafting practices would facilitate interbranch coordination even if Congress is not able to communicate directly with courts more than it already does. The few academic suggestions in this vein have focused on Legislative Counsel as the best hope of achieving such standardization. But as we detailed in Part II, our findings suggest that those hopes are misplaced.

Instead, the greatest potential seems to lie in new entities in the offices of the congressional leadership. Given the drafting fragmentation that we identified and the political considerations that affect drafting (such as committee turf guarding), an office that is centralized and has convening power and political clout—three things that Legislative Counsel lacks—is necessary to do any coordinating work.

A leadership-based congressional entity might take a holistic view of statutes that are the conglomeration of multiple committees' and different types of staffers' work. It might be charged with imposing consistency of drafting style and conventions, and resolving upfront, rather than leaving to inside cues, questions about turf and delegation that affect drafting in subtle ways often missed by courts.

We suspect that our respondents would resist such an entity, even if it existed in both the majority and minority leadership offices. Such an entity would continue the expansion of leadership power over committee power and would exacerbate the problem that our respondents identified about non-policy-experts having control over the ultimate details. If housed in both the majority and minority offices, the text-drafting process also would shift from a nonpartisan process to a partisan one, removing what some viewed as a particular benefit of Legislative Counsel. These are significant concerns, but the fact that these aggregate statutes already are often taken out of committees' hands and shep-
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herded through Congress by leadership "unorthodoxly" is a further reason to consider a coordinating entity centered in those offices.

As an alternative, we note that the House Rules Committee's "Submission Guidelines" strongly recommend, as "very important," that all amendments go through Legislative Counsel.264 Given the centrality of the Rules Committee, this requirement may give Legislative Counsel some convening power that its formal statutory structure does not, and an extension of such norms to other committees—or perhaps the entire Congress—would be a different way to approach the problem.

2. Change internal drafting norms to reflect judicial practice

Alternatively, Congress might more directly adjust its own internal structures to reflect the preferences of the Court's current text-focused regime. We were left with the strong impression that our respondents felt that legislation had to "look" a certain way. They often mentioned internal drafting norms of formal language, omitting explanatory examples from statutory text, and the ubiquity of cross-references that, in turn, make legislation difficult for even expert policy staff to understand and lead to the use of legislative history for important explanatory information.265

Changing those internal drafting norms, or perhaps even transferring more text-writing power to policymakers and away from non-policy-oriented drafting staff, as our respondents suggested, might remedy the disconnect we saw between text and policymaking. Closing that disconnect would be responsive to judicial doctrine because it would make the text a more reliable indicator of congressional intent.

There are precedents for such approaches. Several committees have or have had nonpartisan policy experts on staff to draft their legislation.266 Some states have laws prohibiting the use of internal cross-references in statutes, or requiring a description of the cross-referenced section.267 Some scholars already have suggested that elements of legislative history be incorporated into enacted text,268 or that measures be taken to ensure that members and high-
level staff actually read the statutory text. Some states already have laws to that effect, including nonwaivable requirements that bills be read aloud to the full chamber and requirements that text in its final form be presented to members at least several days before the vote.

3. Look to Congress for more direction when delegating to courts and agencies?

Finally, the Congress-side analogue to the suggestion that courts should transfer interpretive power to agencies is the argument made by some scholars that Congress itself should more aggressively transfer that power. Judge Easterbrook years ago made a somewhat related suggestion that it should be Congress’s duty to identify for courts those statutes in which Congress intends for those interpreters to have implementing discretion.

It was not our sense that our respondents saw broader delegation as the solution to the Court-Congress gap, but a Congress-initiated response to that problem alleviates our concerns about judicial transfers of power inconsistent with congressional intent. We are intrigued by the idea of putting more responsibility on Congress to explicitly identify the interpreter to whom it is speaking and the breadth of the interpretation that Congress expects. Courts and scholars already are looking for those signals, but they seek them most often in textual ambiguity—for instance, in the common-law-statutes doctrine, John Manning’s judicial delegation conception and the pre-Mead version of Chevron. But there are myriad drivers of ambiguity, and most of our respondents rejected ambiguity as a signal of delegation to courts.

We question whether consensus could be reached on a set of “interpreter default rules” that Congress could give to courts. But we note that Congress
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already routinely legislates some statute-specific "rules of construction" (e.g., the directive that the federal racketeering statute be "liberally construed") and some default interpretive rules already appear in Title I of the U.S. Code (e.g., the directive that all references to "persons" in the U.S. Code be interpreted to include corporations). The stakes of an interpreter default rule would be much higher, especially if it were generally applicable rather than statute specific.

A harder question is how Congress might be pressed to make these efforts. It is one thing to suggest that Congress has a constitutional obligation to communicate more with courts. But it is another to say that such an obligation, if it does exist, is enforceable by courts (by, for example, invalidating statutes that lack clear interpretive guidance). Courts and scholars have almost universally resisted the idea of "due process of lawmaking"—the notion that courts have a role in making Congress more deliberative or otherwise improving the legislative process. Judicial enforcement of Congress's obligations as principal, partner, or co-coordinator would raise the same separation of powers, political question, and standing concerns.

4. Do courts really want an interpretive dialogue with Congress?

We cannot conclude this discussion without advancing our doubts that the courts would really welcome Congress into an interpretive conversation in the first place. Concluding that Congress has obligations to better communicate or to write standardized drafting manuals for courts to follow implies that Congress's actions could affect judicial interpretive practice. But other courts have resisted such efforts. Many state legislatures have passed statutes dictating rules of interpretation for courts to follow. State courts continue to ignore these rules; some have struck them down as a violation of separation of powers. Scholars remain in heated debate about whether Congress could legislate such rules for

---


federal courts.279 Justice Scalia recently wrote that any such attempt by Congress would likely be unconstitutional and that the question was "academic" regardless.280 And the Court has been notably resistant to altering its interpretations even in the face of Congress's statutory overrides.281

We suspect that courts desire the democratic imprimatur of ostensibly utilizing rules that reflect congressional practice, but do not actually want direction over how those rules should be utilized or which should be deployed. It may be that interpretive methodology is just too personal to judges for Congress to influence. Or it may be that interpretation is so central to the idea of Article III power that courts are not willing to give it up, even in the Age of Statutes.282 But in reality, the Court may not want to be in a dialogue with an active principal, partner, or co-coordinator at all.

C. It's Happening: The Court Already Quietly Tailors Interpretive Rules to Particular Circumstances

Hopefully the reader is still with us, and not off to invest in a sausage factory. This final Subpart makes the case that the Court already has opened the door to a more circumstance-specific, sometimes even Congress-driven, approach to interpretation than is commonly acknowledged. So understood, our pragmatic doctrinal recommendations for better tailoring doctrine to the cues of congressional practice may be viewed as the next step in an evolution already underway.

The Court's moves are under the radar. It is true that statutory interpretation has been conceptualized in "universalist" terms: the mainstream theories generally assume that one set of presumptions applies to all statutory drafters, types of statutes, legislative processes, subject matters, and agencies. Justice Scalia's recent four-hundred-page treatise on statutory interpretation offers an example of this conventional wisdom: the book dissects the main rules but conceptualizes them as so universally applicable that, in fact, he views many of the rules as applicable to all legal texts.283
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But in practice, there has been movement toward tailoring interpretive doctrine in different ways. There is already a species of tailoring by subject matter: namely, the more than 100 subject-specific canons of interpretation currently in deployment (for instance, the rule that ambiguous bankruptcy legislation be construed in favor of the debtor). As noted, the Court also sometimes tailors agency deference doctrine by subject matter, and recent scholarship has observed the tendency of courts to rely on “agency-specific precedents,” although administrative law is supposedly generally applicable. On the legislative-process side, four Justices recently suggested a new “anti-severability” rule especially for omnibus legislation.

There also is a species of normative or functional tailoring—a few special canons of interpretation that apply only to certain types of statutes. For example, the canon that remedial statutes shall be liberally construed, or, in the agency context, lesser deference for major policy questions. And there already are canons that differentiate among interpreters, Chevron being the most prominent example.

Why the Court has failed to explicitly acknowledge these more circumstance-specific moves is a puzzle. (Justice Scalia’s treatise does not even mention the subject-specific rules.) The Court openly utilizes a variety of interpretive doctrines for the common law, and even the Constitution. The volume of law effectuated by statutes now dwarfs that of those other legal regimes—what is remarkable is that a single set of generally applicable presumptions has dominated the statutory landscape for so long.

Against this backdrop, it is of particular interest that there is an ongoing, much more explicit debate in the administrative law context over precisely this question of tailoring interpretive doctrine to how Congress works. This is the heated debate over Mead—in which the Court walked back Chevron’s broad presumption of delegation whenever ambiguity exists and instead chose to “tailor deference to [the] variety” of ways in which Congress legislates. The
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Court recognized that it was making "a choice" between simplifying legal doctrine and effectuating congressional intent, in which case "the breadth of the spectrum of possible agency action must be taken into account." 291

Some Justices, along with scholars, also have been more conscious of differences across agency staff with respect to fashioning interpretive doctrines for administrative law in a way that they have not engaged the staff-related implications of interpretive doctrines in other statutory cases. 292 In his Mead dissent, Justice Scalia singled out agency personnel with authority. 293 David Barron and Elena Kagan subsequently agreed that "Chevron should refocus [on] ... the 'who' of administrative decision making," 294 and Elizabeth Magill and Adrian Vermeule recently emphasized in the agency context what we have emphasized here—that the court's doctrinal "legalism" allocates more authority to particular (lawyer) staff in agencies, at the expense of other decisionmakers. 295

It may be that the Court and scholars have grappled more consciously with this tradeoff between legislative realism and doctrinal simplicity in the administrative law context because the question of delegation brings these matters to the fore. We also recognize that these doctrinal efforts on the administrative law side have imposed costs on lower courts that are not trivial, 296 and that our recommendations may make the landscape even more complex, especially if some of the current canons that we would eliminate are not retired. But at least part of Mead's problem turns on the specifics of the doctrine that the Court has articulated. For example, Mead lacks bright lines and specifically admits of unpredictable exceptions, 297 and the major questions doctrine requires a subjective judgment from the Court about what kinds of questions are too important to delegate. Moreover, none of those doctrines has been justified as an exercise in formalism. 298 The factors we have emphasized—type of statute, committee jurisdiction, the CBO score, and so on—are intentionally more amenable to clear legal rules.

Thinking more broadly about the future of legislation and administrative law theory, we wonder whether these individual moves are part of a trend to-
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ward a set of even more tailored interpretive principles organized around subject matters or individual statutory schemes. Some of our most important findings, including canon knowledge, presumptions about delegation, and all of the different committee-jurisdiction-related presumptions can be brought together through this subject-matter lens. We are not the first to suggest this focus. There is a growing literature on the choice between intra- and trans-substantive doctrine in other areas of law, and, specifically in the legislation context, Jonathan Siegel has suggested that courts devise subject-specific legal rules based on the “background policies” of different areas. Our intervention comes from a different place—namely, the structural influences we identified—and emphasizes how Congress would differentiate across those subjects, rather than a conclusion that courts have the policy expertise themselves to devise subject-specific presumptions.

Consider how a series of interpretive regimes constructed around statutory schemes might be the natural evolution for a mature theory of interpretation in the regulatory age. One way to understand the past seventy years of universalizing doctrinal and theoretical work is as the foundational work necessary to establish a field. Our findings raise the possibility that the recent focus on legislation as a separate subject is only a temporary stop along the way to a more nuanced and specific understanding of what it means to live and lawyer in a statutory era. Perhaps years from now, we will no longer have “legislation.” Instead, we may just have “tax” or “environmental law,” all individual statutory fields which themselves each will have incorporated whatever specific interpretive principles apply to the committees who work on those subjects, or the types of statutes typically utilized for them. Arguably, such an evolution might truly announce the arrival of the Age of Statutes. The irony, of course, would be that the greatest intellectual achievement of the field might be its own obsolescence.

CONCLUSION

The doctrines of statutory interpretation and agency deference rest on assumptions about how Congress works and how the three branches communicate that have never been empirically tested. This pair of Articles has begun that effort, while recognizing that much remains to be investigated. Our aims
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have been to expose more clearly the variety of jurisprudential bases for the various doctrines and the weaknesses of all of the dominant theoretical paradigms. We also have suggested alternatives to theories that depend on the details of congressional practice, highlighted Congress’s own obligations in the interpretive conversation, and identified what may already be a trend toward more context-specific interpretive presumptions.

But our study also makes clear the challenges of using empirical studies of Congress as a tool for improving legal doctrine, given that many of the on-the-ground details that we uncovered could never be used by courts, or at least not without excessive cost. One of the best known empirical studies of Congress—political scientist Richard Fenno’s study of the committee system—reached the same concluding question. After finding that all of the committees operate differently, he noted: “One immediate temptation, of course, is to scrap all our familiar generalizations” and abandon the idea of a coherent set of principles. But that, he concluded, “is a counsel of despair.” He instead urged “a middle range of generalizations” as the only path toward productive reform.

We lean toward a similar view. If the democratic legitimacy of courts rests on at least a partial dialogue with Congress, then we need more study not only of Congress, but also of agencies and lobbyists’ interpretive practices, not a throwing up of hands in anticipation of the difficulty of dealing with the complexities that will emerge from such work. The current model—one grounded in assumptions that do not survive empirical testing and deployed without a true effort to communicate by either side—does not seem sustainable. Nor has it done enough to foster an interbranch interpretive relationship.
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